The following discussion presents descriptions and history of each of the buildings in the district
by street address, commencing with east-west bearing streets in the business district from northto-south, then the east-west bearing Pearl Street residential block, followed by the north-south
bearing business district streets from west to east. Note that those buildings classified as NonContributing under NRHP criteria because they were constructed less than 50 years ago should be
re-evaluated when they reach 50 years of age.
EAST WATER STREET, NORTH SIDE
101. Sunburst Marine (ca. 2000)
The building at 101 East Water Street is a single story commercial block constructed of concrete
block. Fronting on North Lake as well as East Water, the generally symmetrical façade is
enhanced by a hipped roof corner entry bay flanked by parapeted elevations defined by groups of
triple display windows. The building street facades are clad in vinyl, with the entry bay
reproducing shake siding and the street elevations, clapboard. This building, constructed ca.
2000, occupies the site of Olson’s Service Station, the “Station By the Lake.” Non-Contributing.
105. Nurko Building, Hannaford Gray Grocer (ca. 1900)
The building at 105 East Water Street is a two-story frame building displaying modern Victorianinspired design details. The façade of this two-part commercial block is clad in vinyl siding and
synthetic stucco, while the side elevations are sheathed in vinyl siding. It is shielded by a shed
roof. The building reveals a symmetrical three-bay street level piercing pattern, composed of a
recessed entry door flanked by Doric columns between display windows above paneled
bulkheads. The two bays of the second story are defined by symmetrically positioned sliding
windows. The decorative cornice above the second story consists of a paneled frieze and a
dentiled cornice. This building was originally a relatively plain structure lacking stylistic
embellishment. It was remodeled, receiving a “new store front” of “glass structure over the brick”
and fenestration in the second story in 1938 still evident today (Boyne Citizen 1938a, 1938g).
This treatment survived at least through the mid-twentieth century, because a 1960s post card
reveals a slant-front entry between large display windows enframed by these panels at the street
level, above which two square windows occurred in wall planes sheathed in asphalt siding. The
current facade is the product of a 2001 renovation, while vinyl siding was applied to the side
elevations in 2008.
This building had been recently constructed when Nurko & Frazer’s handsome steel front “New
Block” was “Nearly Destroyed by Fire” in 1901, but was repaired and reopened the next year
(Boyne Citizen 1901a, 1902). It is illustrated on Sanborn maps as an “iron-clad” (pressed metal)
building housing a dry goods store (1901, 1905), a dry goods and clothing store (1911), a
clothing, boots and shoes store (1919) and a store (1929). This building was the location of
Nurko’s Store during the early decades of the twentieth century, until Hannaford Gray opened his

market there in 1932. Gray remained in business at this location until he closed it upon
retirement in 1978 (Boyne Press 1-5-78 in Ohle 1983: 134). Contributing.
109-113. Frank McNamee Grocer and Dry Goods (1911)
The building at 109 East Water Street is a brick two-story commercial block, and reveals Late
Victorian style inspiration. While the side elevations are brick, the renovated five-bay street level
façade is clad in thin stone veneer and consists of two slant-sided recessed entries flanked by
fixed pane glass display windows. The six bays of the second story are defined by brick piers
separating tall square-head window voids with masonry sills. Within these, the windows of 109
are vinyl double hung sash and transoms featuring masonry sills, while those of 113 are double
hung sash. The façade’s architectural ornamentation is generally restricted to the cornice, which
rises from a masonry band serving as window lintels and pier caps, and consists of a simple frieze
rising from dentils to incorporate a series of brick corbelled vertical elements. The west elevation
opens onto a pedestrian walk whose fenestration is composed of five paired sash window bays
occurring above decorative wood panels and an entry door, while the second story is pierced by
two sash windows with masonry sills. The street level treatment of both the principal and side
elevations appear to date to a ca. 2003 renovation, during which significant interior details were
retained such as the original pressed metal ceilings.
The 1911 Sanborn map was published before this building was finished and illustrates its site as
vacant. By 1919 a double brick storefront occupies the site, the west half (109) occupied by a
grocery and the east half (113) occupied by a clothing, boot and shoe store. The building
continues to occupy the site in 1929, but the tenant designation is limited to a function as stores.
This building was constructed on the site of New Boyne Hotel that burned in 1910. The builder
was Frank McNamee, who opened his grocery and clothing store here, moving from 213 South
Lake Street where he had opened his business in 1904 (Baker 1940). Although there is no entry
for 109 East Water Street in either the 1934 or 1940 city directories, 113 East Water Street is
occupied by Frank McNamee’s clothing store. Contributing.
117. E.J. McDonald’s Restaurant (ca. 1930s)
The single story brick building at 117 East Water Street is a one-part commercial block now clad
in stucco embellished with exuberantly painted motifs for the current Southwestern-theme
restaurant that appears to be inspired by Pueblo Revival influences. While the side elevations are
entirely obscured by the adjacent buildings, the rear elevation reveals this building is constructed
of concrete block. Its four bays are defined by an arched arcade in which are recessed an offcenter entry door flanked by fixed pane vinyl windows. The building as constructed was
minimally ornamented and has most consistently housed food service businesses. A 1960s
vintage post card of Water Street illustrates a simple brick building with piers and an unadorned
cornice. A band of windows occurred above a full-width engaged waist-high brick planter. The
current façade represents a complete renovation that occurred in the mid-1990s. Sanborn maps
indicate the site was occupied by a frame building through 1929, and the current masonry
building would have been constructed sometime later. The city directories reveal this building
was occupied by the E.J. McDonald Restaurant in 1934, and McDonald’s Tavern in 1940. NonContributing to the historic district because no historic finishes are visible.
119. Ingersoll’s Meat Market, Lewis Tooley Meat Market (ca. 1905-1908)
The building at 119 East Water Street is a two-story brick two-part commercial block of Late
Victorian style. Its narrow façade presents a slant-sided recessed corner entry and a large fixed
pane glass display window with transom windows that occurs above a paneled bulkhead. The
most distinctive feature of this building is its triple window centered in the second story between
a masonry belt course and lintel. A corner pier rises from the street to brick corbelling that

enframes the second story and culminates in a projecting bracketed metal cornice featuring
rosette and medallion motifs. The side elevations also reveal brick construction. The façade
received a rehabilitation grant during the 1990s. The Sanborn maps reveal that the location of
this building was vacant in 1905 but was occupied by a brick building housing a meat market in
1911. The building served the meat market for many decades. The 1911 Sanborn on file in city
hall displays a hand-drawn update stating “Ingersol (meat)” (sic) at this location. An
advertisement for Ingersoll’s Meat Market appears in the February 1909 Boyne Citizen, revealing
the building must have been completed prior to this date. The city directories reveal it was
occupied by Lewis Tooley Meats in 1934 and by Tooley Market, which advertized Meats
Groceries Vegetables, in 1940. Contributing.
121. Central Drug Store (ca. 1903)
The building at 121 East Water Street is a brick two-story two-part commercial block related to
Late Victorian style. Its street level is clad in ca. 1960s random ashlar stone veneer, and its
façade is composed of a centered slant-sided entry that is flanked by fixed pane glass display
windows surmounted by transoms, while a corner entry leads to the second story. A restrained
storefront cornice with brackets marks the transition to the second story, whose four bays are
defined by double hung sash windows with simple masonry sills and lintels. Brick corner piers
enframe a corbelled panel that culminates in a metal cornice embellished by a series of
medallions and cable molding. Its side elevations are totally obscured by the adjacent buildings,
but the rear is constructed of brick. The random ashlar stone veneer may have been added at the
time interior renovations were completed in 1961, which included removal of the building’s
original soda fountain.
The 1901 Sanborn map indicates the building site is vacant, while the 1905 edition reveals a drug
and jewelry store has been built, although its footprint differs somewhat from the present
building. The 1911 Sanborn map illustrates a brick drug store building with a footprint that
conforms to what is here now, continuing through 1919 (drugs and jeweler) and 1929. The 1934
city directory identifies the Central Drug Store at this address, while the 1940 edition reveals
Gerrie’s Drug and Jewelry was in business here. The first drug store at this location opened in
1903 as Hyslop’s Drug Store, becoming the Central Drug Store in 1915 after Kennard Gerrie
bought out his partners. It remained in the Gerrie family until 1967, but was renamed Gerrie’s
Drug and Jewelry Store in 1940 after passing from father to sons. In 1910 the “first modern soda
fountain in northern Michigan” was installed in the building (removed in 1961), and the building
was “remodeled in 1973 with the thought of trying to keep the look of late 1890s-early 1900s”
(Smith 1976: 11). Contributing .
123. Frank Kaden General Store (between 1901-1905)
The building at 123 East Water Street is a brick, two-story, two-part brick commercial block of
Late Victorian inspiration. The five-bay street elevation is a symmetrical composition, defined
by two distinct slant-sided entries positioned between slant-front display windows extending to
the building corners and a central bay defined by paired display windows. All windows occur
above beaded board bulkheads and feature transoms. The entire street level is slightly recessed,
occurring behind a pair of cast metal columns. The columns support a metal storefront cornice
with panels and brackets. The five-bay second story is defined by five double-hung sash windows
with unadorned masonry lintels and sills. The façade culminates in a relatively restrained metal
cornice whose frieze is embellished by wreath motifs. The side and rear elevations of this
building are also constructed of brick. Masonry elements and repairs to the corner piers reveal
that at least some of the storefront cornice is not original. The building had been renovated to a
“modern” façade in 1951, and was rehabilitated to a Victorian Revival appearance ca. 2003.

The Sanborn maps reveal this location was vacant in 1901, but by 1905 was occupied by a brick
store, with central iron columns, whose western bays were occupied by a grocery and eastern
bays by a drug store, continuing as a grocery in 1911 with a clothing store in the eastern bays,
while in 1919 the entire building is identified as a general store. City directories reveal this
building was occupied by the Frank Kaden General Store in both 1934 and 1940. One source
states this structure was built in 1903 and was the first brick building on Water Street (Morgridge
1981: 34). In 1941 Frank Kaden sold the business to his daughter, who converted it to a men’s
and women’s clothing and shoe store. Central heating was added 1906 and it was wired for
electricity 1908, while, in 1952, the exterior was “modernized,” “not so much for looks but to get
the stairway to the upstairs inside” (Gregg 1976: 3; BCRC 1965: 22). It remained in the family
until it was sold in 1972. Contributing.
127. Wine Emporium & Market (ca. 1970s)
The building at 127 East Water Street is a frame, single story commercial block clad on all
elevations with brick veneer and synthetic stucco. The tall pent roof on both street sides is clad in
vinyl shakes. Other than the entrance on the side elevation (Park Street) this building lacks
fenestration, and its wall planes consist of synthetic stucco-clad panels framed within wood
stickwork. For many years this lot was the location of a service station, and Sanborn maps reveal
that the first was housed in a frame building on the site built between 1919 and 1929. The current
building appears to have been constructed during the 1970s, and a DDA facade grant is in
progress to renovate the building to an appearance more appropriate to the streetscape. NonContributing.
201. Dairy Queen (ca. 1970)
201 East Water Street is a single story building constructed of concrete block and brick veneer
typical of late 20th century fast-food restaurant commercial construction. Perhaps its most
distinguishing feature is its vibrantly-colored mansard roof, which projects broadly around the
front and sides. Both the principal and side elevations feature symmetrical fenestration composed
of vinyl fixed pane windows and entry doors. This site was the location of the Masonic Temple,
which was destroyed by fire in 1951. In 1962 a Dairy Queen was constructed here, originally as a
simple concrete block and glass paneled “drive-in” structure; it was replaced by the current
building ca. 1970. Non-Contributing.
211. J.M. “Mac” Harris Law Office (between 1880-1900)
Two now connected buildings that, facing East Water, now form a single complex. The westerly
of the two is composed of a two-story vernacular building currently joined by an ell to the second
more recent vintage single story structure (historically addressed as 215 East Water Street, see
description below). The two-story unit is of frame construction, is clad in aluminum siding, and
is one of the few surviving downtown buildings with a false “boomtown” front, which masks a
front-gabled roof. Its three-bay façade is defined by a recessed slant-sided central entry flanked
by large glass display windows resting on paneled bulkheads. The three bays of the second story
are defined by double hung sash windows with plain wood surrounds. The façade terminates in a
simple cornice embellished with a crown molding supported by widely spaced small brackets. A
one-story hyphen connects this building to the more recent vintage structure next door to the east.
The building was renovated in the 1970s and again in the early 1990s when the two formerly
separate buildings were joined together.
The 1901 Sanborn map reveals the location of this false-front gable-front building was occupied
by a previously existing two-story frame dwelling, and the house is still present in the 1905
edition. By 1911, the same building footprint is portrayed, but is now designated as a restaurant
building, and subsequently is identified as a bakery on the 1919 map. It appears likely that the

building with the boomtown front pre-dates 1901 and was converted from a dwelling to
commercial use. According to some sources, this building may date as early as 1880, the date of
newspapers found during renovations (Smith 1976: 15). This source also states that J.M. “Mac”
Harris had a law office in the building prior to 1900, that the building became Ed Thurston’s
Boarding House ca. 1900, and was later occupied by Findlay’s Photography Studio. During the
1920s it was occupied by Olsen’s second hand store, Kerry’s Radio & Electric, and then Lamkin
Dry Cleaners, which was taken over by Gilbert Lindsay in the 1930s and Bill Casper in the
1940s. City directories offer some confirmation, revealing that the building was occupied by
Lamkin Cleaners in 1934, and by Boyne City Dry Cleaners and Gilbert M. Lindsey, Justice, in
1940. In sum, this appears to be one of the oldest buildings in the central business district, and it
is conceivable that it may be the oldest surviving building. Contributing.
211. (215 East Water Street historically) (between 1940-1960)
The second of two buildings currently addressed as 211 East Water Street (historically addressed
as 215 East Water Street) is a single story enframed window wall type commercial block
currently joined by an ell to an older two-story structure (historically addressed as 211 East Water
Street, see description above). The building is constructed of concrete block and now clad in
vinyl siding, with a symmetrical façade featuring a slant-sided front entry flanked by display
windows over narrow paneled bulkheads. The façade terminates in a parapet distinguished by a
raised central gable. This building post-dates the 1929 Sanborn map, which shows a frame
dwelling set back further from the street than the current structure. It was renovated in the 1970s
and again in the early 1990s when it was joined to the building next door. Although now clad in
Victorian Revival sheathing, this building has brick piers and deeply set glass bock windows on
the side elevations, indicating older, original wall planes beneath. The building would appear at a
minimum to pre-date 1960.
The 1901 Sanborn map reveals the location of this building was occupied by a frame dwelling,
and the lot continued in residential use through the 1929 Sanborn edition. City directories
confirm use as a dwelling through 1940. In sum, this building appears to have been constructed
between 1940 and 1960. Contributing.
221. Harbor House Publishers (1960s; 1987; 2000)
The building at 221 East Water Street is a two-story two-part commercial block dressed out in
generalized Victorian details, while the façade and side and rear elevations are clad in vinyl
siding. The street level façade consists of five bays defined by pilasters in which are contained a
central entry flanked by large fixed pane windows. A simple storefront cornice occurs beneath
the second story, whose piercing pattern consists of three sets of paired double hung sash
windows. A paneled cornice embellished by a central half-round blind fanlight motif rises to the
false-front wall plane, which masks all but the peak of a front-gabled roof. The original building,
constructed in the 1960s, is reported to have been an “A-frame” whose extensive 1987 renovation
included the addition of a second story and installation of Victorian Revival details. An addition
was also constructed in 2000. Non-Contributing.
229. Riverside Tavern (pre-1911)
229 East Water Street is a two-story two-part brick commercial block displaying Late Victorian
design. The façade is composed of rock-faced limestone ashlar in rows of varied height at the
street level, while rock-faced concrete block was employed on the side elevations. The four bays
of the façade’s first story are composed of alternating “oval” tavern windows and entry voids. A
plain masonry course marks the storefront cornice beneath the second story, whose two bays are
defined by double hung sash windows featuring masonry sills and triple rowlock bond arched
hoods. The façade is enframed by brick piers that rise to a parapeted roof line with tile coping.

The building’s brick wall planes display a high degree of proficiency in the use of recessed
panels, a central floating corbelled pier below the parapet, and a course of sawtooth soldier bond
that culminates in a corbelled and otherwise restrained cornice.
While one source states that the “original building opened in 1893” and that this was the “oldest
continuously run business in the same building at the same location (was closed during
Prohibition)” (BCMS 2003), other data do not verify this. Unfortunately, the Sanborn maps do
not extend to this address prior to 1911, because the business district did not yet extend this far
east and this portion of the block was still occupied by non-commercial frame dwellings. In 1911
this address is occupied by a “stone” bar and saloon building, which is occupied by a cobbler in
1919, and was identified by a generic store symbol in 1929. On the 1911 Sanborn map set
maintained at city hall, the name “Joe Kozeny” is penciled in at this location; context from other
markings observed on this map indicates this markup may date to the 1920s. City directories
reveal this building was occupied by the Riverside Tavern in 1934 and by the Joseph J. Turner
Restaurant in 1940. The distinctive rock-faced limestone post-dates a yearbook photograph taken
in the 200 block of Water Street in 1967, and may date to renovations completed during the
1970s, based on its similarity to the façade of 231 East Water, adjacent to the east. Contributing.
231. Herb’s Super Service (1938)
The building at 231 East Water is distinctive in its setting and massing. Set on a corner lot, its
irregular footprint features a curving façade set at an approximately 45 degree angle to the streets
it fronts. It is a two story, flat-roofed commercial structure. The four bay façade is strictly
functional in composition, displaying an off-center entry door and large display windows, and is
clad in vinyl siding above a coursed ashlar stone ground floor matching that employed in the
adjacent building front at 229 East Water Street. The functionality carries over to the vinyl-clad
second story, whose three bays are defined by sliding windows. Gasoline sales were occurring at
this location prior to 1929, and the present building owes its unique footprint to the fact it was
constructed as a service station in 1938, with side bays added in 1946. It served as a gas station
until 1979 when it was renovated to serve as a real estate office.
The 1929 Sanborn map illustrates a small brick filling station attached to a frame pump canopy
that is set at a 45-degree angle across the lot where the current building’s parking lot is located;
the current building post-dates this structure. While the 1934 city directory contains no entry for
this address, the 1940 edition indicates it housed Herbert J. Schneider Gasoline Oil and Auto
Accessories. Herb Schneider opened Herb’s Super Service (with Hi-Speed Gas) ca. 1929, but the
original building burned in 1938 and was rebuilt. In 1946, Jack Dickout purchased the business
and changed the name to Jack’s Super Service. In 1950 Dickout acquired a Chrysler-Plymouth
franchise, changed the name to Jack’s Auto Sales, and soon thereafter completed additions to the
building’s side elevations. When the franchise moved, in 1953 Bob Capelin returned the property
to service as a gas station and ran it until 1967, when he sold it to Lyle Kowalski, who operated it
as Lyle’s Shell Service. In 1979, his son Mark Kowalski acquired the building and renovated it
to serve as a real estate office (BCRC 1965: 6, 9; Sansom n.d.; BACC 2006: 40). The distinctive
rock-faced limestone post-dates a yearbook photograph taken in 1967, and appears to date to the
1979 renovations, which also added the second story (Hewitt 5-21-12; Fulkerson 2012). NonContributing due to alteration of form and lack of visible historic finishes.
301. US Post Office, Federal Building (1932)
The building at 301 East Water Street is one of two high style architecture examples in the
downtown district (the other, the Odd Fellows Hall at 214 East Water Street). This single story,
square plan, limestone-trimmed brick building is constructed employing English bond brick, and
rises from a masonry water table to a hipped slate roof that is pierced by internal dormers. Each

of the elevations are five-bay symmetrical compositions enframed by raised brick corner quoins.
The character of the impressive façade is anchored by the central projecting pedimented entry
portico supported by four masonry columns rising to stylized Corinthian capitals. The paired
façade doors with transom are set within fluted pilasters rising to a dentiled cornice. The entry
bay is flanked on each side by pairs of triple hung sash windows with masonry sills and
keystoned lintels, each of which is surmounted by a plain inset panel. The façade culminates in a
restrained masonry entablature with a cornice supported by a series of closely spaced dentils. All
of these design elements carry over to the five bay side elevations.
This building is an excellent example of Classical Revival architecture so favored in federallysponsored public architecture during the Great Depression. These works were meant to inspire
allusions to the great democracies of Greece and Rome. They employed general references to
both Roman and Greek-inspired elements, combining them into a single product designed to
express dignity, strength and permanency. The cornerstone of this building reveals it was
produced in 1931-1932 under A.W. Mellon, the Secretary of the Treasury, and James A.
Wetmore, who was Supervising Architect of the United States Department of the Treasury from
1915 until 1934. During this period Wetmore’s name appears on approximately 2000
government building cornerstones – more than any other U.S. citizen. He was not an architect,
but supervised a large staff that often used standard design elements and collaborated with local
architects to design buildings. This post office was built at a cost of $65,000, which some
residents at the time thought was outrageous, but the building also contained office space for the
county agricultural agent, the Bureau of Census, the Extension Service, and the Farm Home Loan
Service (Erber 1952: 28). The building does not appear in the 1934 City Directory but is
identified as the Federal Building in the 1940 City Directory. Contributing.
311. James Fairchild House (between 1900-1910)
311 East Water Street is a two-story frame dwelling whose irregular silhouette and details reveal
Queen Anne style inspiration. It is a compound massed plan, two-story, frame building that rests
on a brick foundation, is clad in vinyl siding, and is topped by a cross-gabled and hipped roof
sheathed with asphalt shingle. A central ridge chimney and eave wall chimney break the roof
line. Its five bay façade is studiously asymmetrical, and is distinguished by a wrap-around square
column Colonial porch and a two story projecting bay window. The fenestration is composed of
replacement vinyl sash windows and recent vintage French doors. A side-gabled single story unit
that may once have served as a garage has been added to the east elevation.
The earliest Sanborn covering the 300 block of Water Street is 1911, and it illustrates the present
dwelling. The 1934 city directory indicates the house was vacant, but by 1940 it is owned by
James I. Fairchild, dentist. Dr. Fairchild owned it for many years. The words “Fairchild House”
are penciled in on the 1911 Sanborn map on file at City Hall, which dates to a series of mark-ups
that appear to date to the 1920. Dr. Fairchild was a 1918 BCHS grad, and after graduation from
dental school practiced for 8 years in Detroit, but returned to Boyne City in 1938, where he
opened offices “in his mother’s recently renovated home at 311 Water Street” (Boyne Citizen
1938n, 1938g). In 1939 Fairchild was named the first President of Boyne City’s newly formed
Chamber of Commerce (Boyne Citizen 1939a). Dr. Richard Fish occupied the house in 1964
soon after arriving in Boyne City (Michelle Hewitt BCHDC 12-15-11). Contributing.
401. A. J. Beardsley House (1898)
The house at 401 East Water Street is one of the more distinguished and best preserved houses in
the city and demonstrates the eclectic style influences at the turn-of-the-twentieth century. It is a
two-story cross-gabled Eastlake/Queen Anne-inspired dwelling that rests on an ashlar stone
foundation, is clad in clapboard and is shielded by an asphalt shingle roof. Its massing is

asymmetrical and is distinguished by several sharply pointed gables and a pyramid-roofed three
story corner tower that is capped by a copper finial. The fenestration is varied and composed
primarily of double hung sash windows but also including Craftsman windows on the enclosed
entry porch, a cameo or oxeye window, and large fixed pane windows on the two projecting box
bays. Decorative elements continue up to the roof line, including decorated gable ornaments in
each gable and small brackets at the base of the tower roof that replicate those on each of the box
bay windows. The Beardsley House combines Queen Anne style influences in its general overall
irregular massing and corner tower, Eastlake in its gable ornaments and brackets, Colonial
Revival in its cameo window and Craftsman in the windows of its now enclosed porch.
The A.J. Beardsley House is associated with one of Boyne City’s most influential families in
terms of both founding and commercial development. A.J. Beardsley arrived in Boyne City in
1875, when about the only building of note was the Pine Lake House, in which he opened up a
stock of goods and became the settlement’s first storekeeper. The following year, in 1876, he is
credited with building the first frame house in town, the first store building, and the first dock.
He also managed to find time to marry, and he and his wife, Emeline, had the first white child
born in the village (Florence). He also built the first grist mill in 1878: “Boyne has a good grist
mill, A.J. Beardsley is proprietor, who at present grinds out as many shingles as anything else”
(Page 1884: 207-208). By 1881 he was running the flour mill with John Sudman, as a partner in
Sudman & Beardsley (Polk 1881).
In the summer of 1875, convinced of the commercial prospects of the location at the confluence
of the Boyne River and Pine Lake (now Lake Charlevoix), and almost certainly under the urging
of his brother, George F. Beardsley, he acquired 97 acres at the mouth of the Boyne and, in 1877,
laid out the original “Boyne Village Plat.” It encompassed most of the historic district, running
from Water Street north to River Street and from Lake Street east to East Street. George F. is
commonly called “the Father of Boyne City.” G.F. Beardsley also laid out two other plats as the
village grew rapidly, which include portions of the historic district. The 1888 “Beardsley’s First
Addition to Boyne” platted the area east from Pine Lake between Water and Main Streets to East
Street; within the plat and historic district is Ray Street, apparently named for his son. The 1898
“Beardsley’s Second Addition to the Village” included the area east of East Street from south of
Water Street northward across the river to North Street.
A.J. Beardsley’s first store burned and he built a large brick business block to replace it in 1885.
As his prospects improved, he moved from his small house next to the store and built a home in
the historic district area at 401 Water Street, where he lived until 1903 when he sold the store and
moved to Florida. In 1905 George Catton took up residency in the house when he established an
insurance office in Boyne. His son, Bruce, the renowned Civil War historian, in 1925 wrote
Waiting for the Morning Train that included his reminiscences about what it was like living in the
Beardsley House during Boyne City’s boom period. The city directory reveals that in 1934 the
house was occupied by Frank O. Barden. Frank Orin Barden came to Boyne City in 1916 to
assist in reorganizing the Boyne City Railroad and the Boyne City Lumber Co., and in 1922
started the F.O. Barden & Son Lumber Co. with his son Russell, which is still in business in a
recently constructed building on East Street just south of the historic district. In 1940 the house
was occupied by John H. Parker, who is listed as a grocer in the 1919 through 1926 Michigan
Gazetteers, later owned Parker Real Estate, and whose son, Harry A. Parker, started Parker Motor
Freight. In 1945 the house was acquired by Harry Jennings, the former police chief of Toledo,
Ohio. During the 1990s the house served as the A.J. Beardsley House Bed & Breakfast.
Contributing.

EAST WATER STREET, SOUTH SIDE
102. Building (1997)
The building at 102 East Water Street displays Victorian Revival details. Built of concrete block
and rectangular in plan with a chamfered corner entry, it is clad in a brick veneer kneewall
beneath vinyl siding that culminates in a fishtail shingle pattern. Vinyl is also used in the
bracketed cornice at the roof line. The building’s most distinctive feature is its outscaled and
offset three-story clock tower, which rises above the corner entry to an open pyramid-roofed
belfry containing the clock faces. Fenestration consists of large glass display windows on the
street-level elevations that flank the paired corner entry doors. This building occupies part of the
site of a long-time Boyne City business, Moore’s Hardware. The current building was
constructed in 1997. Non-Contributing.
104. Charles Moore Hardware (1960)
The building at 104 East Water Street is a single story one-part commercial block of recent
construction employing Victorian Revival details. It is rectangular in plan and is clad in stucco
above a brick veneer kneewall. The building is enframed by large corner pilasters joined by a
simple convex cornice. The three-bay facade is symmetrical, and defined by a center entry door
flanked by pairs of large display windows with transoms. The side elevations are obscured by
adjacent buildings but the rear is of concrete block. This renovated building was constructed in
1960, when Charles W. Moore, who owned the building adjacent to the west at 102 East Water,
demolished an existing structure to expand his hardware store. A 1965 photo illustrates a simple
uniform rectangular enframed window wall store front across both 102 and 104 East Water
Street. The current building is the product of remodeling dating to the 1990s. Non-Contributing
because no historic features are now evident.
106. Stanley Insurance (ca. 1965)
The single story brick building at 106 East Water Street is a brick one-part commercial block with
a wood shake mansard roof. Its three-bay façade lacks symmetry, and is defined by an off-center
entry door flanked on one side by paired casement windows and the other by a pair of fixed pane
windows. They feature non-functional louvered shutters and occur above vinyl panels and
beneath lintels joined by a denticulated frieze which supports a shallow gable centered over the
door. The side elevations are obscured by adjacent buildings but the rear is of concrete block.
The design elements reference the Colonial Revival style, executed independently from the
mansard roof, which extends across to the adjacent building (108 East Water Street). The current
building was constructed to house the Bill Stanley Insurance agency in the 1960s. NonContributing, re-evaluate when 50 years old.
108. Building (ca. 1960)
The single story brick building at 108 East Water Street is a one-part commercial block with a
wood shake mansard roof. Its façade, occurring between brick corner piers, consists primarily of
large glass display windows resting on a stuccoed masonry bulkhead, relieved only by an offcenter, recessed entry door. Perhaps the most notable design element of this building is the
mansard roof, which extends across to the adjacent building (106 East Water Street). The side
elevations are obscured by adjacent buildings but the rear is of concrete block. The current
building appears to date to ca. 1960 with renovations occurring during the 1970s. A DDA façade
grant is in progress. Non-Contributing because few original features are evident.

110. Guy Conkle Law Firm (ca. 1965)
The single story brick building at 110 East Water Street is a one-part commercial block,
consisting of three bays that are defined by a central projecting entry flanked by paired casement
windows with masonry sills. Its most prominent feature is its seamed metal mansard roof. The
side elevations are obscured by adjacent buildings but the rear is of concrete block. The current
building was constructed in the mid-1960s to house the Guy Conkle Law Firm. NonContributing, re-evaluate when 50 years old.
112. S. Dosie Clothing, Shoes, Furnishings (1907)
The two-story brick two-part commercial block at 112 East Water Street displays a modified
street level façade but represents the Late Victorian commercial style. While the brick corner
piers are original, renovations have reconfigured the storefront to its present appearance of four
large display windows and a recessed corner entry door. The more intact upper portion of the
facade above a rosette-detailed I-bar cap for the storefront contains three double hung transomed
replacement windows with simple masonry sills and lintels, above which is a corbelled brick
frieze that rises to a pressed metal cornice featuring floral and rosette motifs. The cornice was
fabricated by the George L. Mesker Co. of Evansville, Indiana. The side and rear elevations are
all constructed of brick.
The 1901 Sanborn maps reveal a frame building at this location, and subsequent editions reveal
the current building was constructed between 1905 and 1911, when a brick building housing a
store selling clothing, boots and shoes occupied the site. A Boyne Citizen newspaper article
described the opening of the new store building: a 25x94 foot store, of two stories, with hot water
heat, electric lights, two immense plate glass windows, and stocking only the best makes of
goods, with clothing kept in dust-proof cabinets and hats in specially constructed wall cases
(Boyne Citizen 1907: 17). To more fully quote the article:
From a small beginning a few years ago the business of S. Dosie has grown to such
magnitude that he now occupies the finest storeroom in Greater Boyne, where his stock
of clothing, hats, furnishings and shoes is arranged in metropolitan style. Mr. Dosie's
new store, in which he began doing business on March 20 of the present year, has a
ground area of 25 x 94 feet, two stories high, and is in every sense of the word a model
mercantile building. Only the best makes of goods find a place in this store - such as
Kuppenheimer & Co.'s hand tailored clothing. Tiger brand soft and stiff hats, Walkover
shoes, for which he has the exclusive selling agency in Boyne City, makes a line of
merchandise unsurpassed. His stock of furnishings are the most complete of any in town,
all the latest and current styles being found therein. The shoe department occupies the
entire northern half of the store, and comprises the best and newest styles in footwear for
men, women and children. The clothing is arranged in dust proof cabinets, easy to access
and in such shape it can not wrinkle. The hats are kept in specially constructed wall cases
and the line of furnishings is artistically displayed in a number of massive glass cases.
The store will be hot water heated, and is electrically lighted by fifty-two powerful lights
on the first floor and twenty-five on the second floor, which will be stocked with goods in
the early fall. The interior finish and furnishings show excellent taste, presenting a
harmonious and beautiful appearance. Two immense plate glass windows admit of
admirable window dressing, while large windows in the rear give ample daylight. Mr.
Dosie's phenomenal success is due largely to the high quality and reliability of goods
sold. Customers know that they get value received for their money on every article
purchased. No cheap or shoddy goods find a place in this stock, and every article is sold
strictly on its merits. Mr. Dosie is a representative merchant with pleasing personality
and no fear of hard work. His success is well deserved.

City directories reveal that the building was occupied by the Vaughn & Greenman Restaurant in
1934 and by the Azra I. Smith Restaurant and the Fanitorium Tavern in 1940. By the early 1950s
the Sunnyside Restaurant was located here, and the building was renovated in the early 1970s
when it housed a restaurant named Mr. J’s (Smith 1976: 12). Contributing.
114. Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. (ca. 1920s)
The single story brick building at 114 East Water Street is a brick enframed window wall type
commercial block, one of the most intact examples in the downtown. Its symmetrical three-bay
façade consists of centered slant-sided entry bay flanked by large display windows that are
positioned above slanting board bulkheads. The character of the façade is largely due to the
expanse of unadorned brick wall plane above the fenestration that rises to a parapeted roof with
tile coping. The street level treatment is a renovation that occurred ca. 2004. The side elevations
are obscured by adjacent buildings but the rear is of concrete block. Review of Sanborn maps
reveals that this address was occupied by a frame barber shop in 1919 and that the current brick
building had been constructed by 1929. City directories reveal that by 1934 this building housed
the Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. store, simply identified as the A & P Food Store in 1940. A
& P opened in Boyne City in 1922 and moved to the 114 East Water Street address in 1928,
which is perhaps the construction date of this building (Boyne Citizen 1938g). The current façade
is the product of renovations completed ca. 2005. Contributing.
116. Building (between 1901-1905)
The building at 116 East Water Street is a brick, two-story, two-part brick commercial block that
is typical of Late Victorian style-inspired commercial construction. The four-bay street elevation
consists of a recessed corner entry door and three large display windows that are positioned above
a brick bulkhead. Brick corner piers extending to the roofline are interrupted by masonry capitals
anchoring the ends of the store front cornice, which consists of ornamental pressed metal. The
three-bay second story is defined by double-hung sash windows with unadorned masonry lintels
and sills. These occur beneath a corbelled frieze that supports a paneled and bracketed metal
cornice. The side and rear elevations are also constructed of brick. The current storefront is the
product of a DDA Façade Grant awarded ca. 2008. Sanborn maps reveal that a frame building
selling furniture occupied the site in 1901, and that the current brick building, occupied by a dry
goods store, had been constructed by 1905. In 1911 it is identified as a vacant shoe shop, while in
1919 it is occupied by a furniture store. City directories reveal that in 1934 it housed Bearss
Brothers, Kalamazoo Stove Co. representatives, and in 1940, the Boyne City Bakery.
Contributing.
118-120. Bergy Brothers Dry Goods (1907)
The building at 118-120 East Water Street is a brick, two-story, two-part commercial block
influenced by Late Victorian style. The symmetrical seven-bay street elevation presents two
three-bay storefronts each composed of a recessed center slant-side entrance flanked by large
display windows that rest on low masonry bulkheads and rise to prismatic glass transom
windows. Between the storefronts, a projecting central bay contains an entry leading to the
second story that is flanked by sidelights and surmounted by a bracketed cornice beneath a large
arch filled with a grid of fixed-pane glass. The masonry storefront cornice runs beneath brick
piers at the corners of both the building and the projecting central bay, each rising to a simple
capital that is surmounted by a modern floral motif panel, and all terminating in a simple modern
cornice. The second story wall plane is pierced by four double hung sash windows in each
storefront and another in the projecting central bay, all downsized within voids featuring masonry
sills and corniced lintels. The uppermost facade is distinguished by a series of corbelled brick
dentils and brackets creating a frieze beneath the cornice. The focus of the cornice is a central

masonry plaque stating, “TEMPLE/ 1908.” (Blurred images on period post cards reveal this
plaque extended above the cornice and appears to have read “MASONIC” prior to its truncation
during a renovation.) The side and rear elevations are also constructed of brick. The current
cornice is of modern vintage, replacing the original that had deteriorated and was removed.
Sanborn maps basically confirm the date in the cornice, with the building’s site largely open
except for a small frame office in 1905, while the 1911 edition displays a large brick building
occupied by a barber & billiards in the west half (118) and a bazaar in the east half (120). The
bazaar continues over to the 1919 edition, but a clothing store replaced the barber & billiards.
City directories reveal that in 1934 and 1940 the east half (120) was occupied by Samuel B.
Neymark Clothing, with the west half (118) housing Young & Chaffee Furniture in 1934 and
Talboys’ Restaurant & Soda Bar in 1940.
This building was constructed in 1907 to house the Bergy Brothers store, and the Masonic
Temple occupied a spacious hall upstairs. M.E. Bergy gained mercantile experience in Chicago,
and his brother, S.J., in Grand Rapids, before they opened up a general bazaar offering an
assortment of china, toilet articles, stationery, confectionary, an elegant line of bound books, a
line of souvenirs, pocket cutlery and kitchen ware, a complete line of notions, and an immense
stock of post cards (BC 1907:12). Bergy Bros was successful until about 1925, and during the
early 1930s S.B. Neymark opened a dry goods store here that was in business over 30 years
(Sansom n.d.). Contributing.
126-128. Ben Franklin (1960)
The single story brick building at 126-128 East Water Street, an enframed window wall type
commercial block, is typical of mid-twentieth century commercial construction. It is a broad
double storefront structure that lacks strong stylistic embellishment. Its restrained façade consists
of a slightly projecting synthetic stuccoed entry bay, with doors in either side of the slant-sided
recess, which is situated between two storefronts, each composed of a series of four large display
windows. The building is faced with standard bond brick that comprises both the courses beneath
the masonry-silled windows and those rising to the simple classical cornice at the parapeted roof.
The only other embellishment is a continuous storefront cornice with dentil band. The side
elevation is obscured by the adjacent building but the rear is of concrete block. The entry
treatment and applied ornament appear to date to a 1990s renovation. This location was long
occupied by the First National Bank, which was demolished in 1960. The building currently
occupying the site was then constructed to house a Ben Franklin Store, which remained in
business here for decades. Contributing.
200. Ace Hardware (1950s, 1980s)
The single story building at 200 East Water Street is a rigidly symmetrical structure that appears
to reference vaguely the Romanesque style in its arch and pilasters. The brick veneer façade is
composed of five bays defined by paneled wall planes between shallow brick piers and capped by
a simple cornice. The fenestration consists of four large display windows and a central recessed
entry door. This entrance is the most distinctive feature of the building, set into a round arch
outlined in soldier bond brick. Sheet metal flashing shields this elevation’s parapet, while the
side and rear elevations are of masonry and lack fenestration. The building’s owner states half of
this building dates to the 1950s and the remainder dates to the early 1980s, when the current
facade was constructed to join the two components in a unified storefront to house the enlarged
hardware store. This building is evaluated as Non-Contributing to the historic district because no
original features are visible.

214. Odd Fellows Hall (1906)
The impressive three story building at 214 East Water Street is constructed of masonry and brick
– concrete block in the lower street level façade with brick above and poured concrete in the side
and rear elevations. The street level is essentially a masonry arcade of three basket-handle arches
presenting a central entry flanked by large display windows, all with closed-in transoms at the
level of the imposts. The entry bay occurs between two engaged columns standing on paneled
bases. The display window bulkheads are also paneled. The entrance is further distinguished by
the placement of a concrete balconet with metal railing above, which rests on massive consoles
above the columns. The second and third stories continue the massive feel of the street level, in
four broad brick piers that enframe the recessed areas between, which culminate in arches
composed of four rows of corbelled brick. Fenestration consists of multi-light casement windows
on both the second and third stories, separated by ornamental metal spandrels and set within
corbelled brick arches. The Odd Fellows chain motif is set within a panel in the central bay
between the second and third stories. The upper section of the building is extensively
embellished, commencing with the broad decorative capitals beneath the metal architrave lower
portion of a taller cornice whose upper section is no longer present. The facade culminates in a
masonry parapet with a central, cross-topped arch that proclaims, “BOYNE RIVER/ IOOF NO.
367.” The distinctive arched façade of this building creates one of the most impressive “assets to
the street” in the central business district. The IOOF Building is one of two high style
architecture products in the downtown (the other is the U.S. Post Office at 301 East Water Street).
The symmetry, use of arches, varying wall planes of masonry and brick, balconet balustrade, and
classically-inspired ornamentation reveal this building to be strongly influenced by
Neoclassicism, which was popular from the late nineteenth century through the 1920s.
Sanborn maps reveal this building’s site was occupied by two frame dwellings in 1905, but by
1911 the current building had been constructed, housing a printing shop in its west storefront and
the post office in its eastern half. It is interesting to note that Sanborn classifies this building as
built of “stone,” perhaps struggling with how to deal with the advent of concrete construction.
This building was constructed in 1906 to house the Odd Fellows Hall, and is believed to be the
first building in Boyne City to employ poured concrete. J.I. Gee provided the cement, and in a
1907 Boyne Citizen advertisement he proclaimed his growing ability to produce cement building
blocks, porch posts and window sills under a prominent photo of the newly completed “Odd
Fellows Temple” (Boyne Citizen 1907: 22). The Odd Fellows’ large upstairs hall, which featured
a third floor balcony, hosted lodge meetings, boxing, and in the early 1900s acts such as the
magician, Harry Houdini. The building’s street level was occupied by a series of tenants,
including the Boyne City Publishing Co., between 1910 and 1928, a firm that had merged all of
Boyne City’s struggling newspapers – The Times, The Bee, and The Evening Journal (BCRC
1965: 20). As noted, the U.S. Post Office occupied the east storefront soon after the building
opened, while other well-known businesses included Gardner’s and Thompkin’s Chicken
Hatchery, among others (Sansom n.d. plaque). Both the 1934 and 1940 city directories identify
this address as the Odd Fellow Building. Contributing.
224. Northern Auto Company (1918)
The single story brick building at 224 East Water Street is a classic example of the enframed
window wall commercial type. It displays a five bay façade that consists of an off-center
pedestrian entry flanked by large paired display windows, and two lateral bays defined by an
overhead door and another large paired display window. The façade’s most notable component is
its very tall cedar shake pent roof. The side elevations are paneled wall planes lacking
fenestration except for a single vehicle entry door, but retain the brick’s original yellow color.
The rear elevation is also of yellow brick displaying a functional piercing pattern, but also reveals
this building’s distinctive arched roofline. Vintage photographs pre-dating the mid-1970s reveal

the facade as originally constructed also presented a broad shallow-arched silhouette, one that is
now obscured in front by the pent roof. Prior to renovation, brick piers between the bays
extended to a tile-coped parapet and decorative masonry devices were centered in the wall plane
of each of the two bays flanking the central bay, which was pierced by a double window. The
current facade appears to date to a renovation that occurred ca. 1972, because it post-dates an
image of the building where display windows proclaim, “see new 71s,” but was completed before
the current owner’s family acquired the business in 1973 (CCPNR 2006: 17; Mathers 2011).
Contributing.
Sanborn maps reveal that in 1911 the site of this building was occupied by frame dwellings, but
by 1919 a large brick building identified as a garage, capacity 26 cars, with a display room and
offices facing the street and bays for washing and repair in the rear, had been constructed. The
same building is illustrated in the 1929 edition, but capacity was increased to 35 cars. The 1934
and 1940 city directories indicate the Northern Auto Co., automobiles, is located at this address.
This building has housed a Ford dealership since its opening over 90 years ago. The Ford
dealership in Boyne City opened on September 22, 1917, one of several run under the Northern
Auto Co., which also owned dealerships in East Jordan, Charlevoix, Rogers City, Gaylord,
Onaway, and Petoskey. The Boyne City franchise was known as Boyne Valley Motors when
Dick Cote acquired it in 1970, and he sold it in 1973 to Robert G. Mathers, father of the current
owner, Bob Mathers, a year after the elder Mathers had purchased the body shop (Mathers 2011;
Smith 1976: 13). Contributing.
230. House (ca. 1900)
The building at 230 East Water Street is a single story residence converted to commercial use. It
is a front-gabled, frame structure resting on a coursed ashlar stone foundation and sheathed in
composition siding. The asphalt shingle roof of the shed roof extension across the principal
elevation has been covered with thatch of recent vintage. The front extension contains a large
window and an enclosed corner entry porch. Ornamentation is virtually absent, confined to
minimalist eave brackets and simple cornices on the window lintels. This building is a purely
vernacular product displaying vague references to Queen Anne and Colonial Revival in its
restrained brackets and window cornices. Sanborn map coverage does not extend this far east
prior to 1911 because this portion of Water Street was occupied only by non-commercial,
residential buildings. When coverage was extended to East Street in 1911, this dwelling had
already been constructed. Based on the type of construction and details it appears to date to ca.
1900. The house was vacant in 1934, but was occupied by Harold C. Howard in 1940 according
to city directories. It appears to have been converted to commercial use during the 1960s.
Contributing.
232. Building (between 1900-1910)
The building at 232 East Water Street is a two-story residence converted to commercial use. It is
a frame, gabled ell structure resting on a coursed ashlar stone foundation, sheathed in vinyl siding
and covered with an asphalt shingle roof. The two bays of the Water Street elevation are defined
by a large fixed pane window and enclosed corner entry porch, while the four bays of the East
Street elevation are defined by large recent vintage display windows. Vinyl corner boards rise to
horizontals that define each story, and a circular louvered vent occurs in the gable. The simple
corniced window and door lintels appear to be original. This building is a purely vernacular
product displaying at best, vague references to Colonial Revival in its window cornices. Sanborn
map coverage does not extend this far east prior to 1911 because this portion of Water Street was
occupied only by non-commercial, residential buildings. When coverage was extended to East
Street in 2011, this dwelling had already been constructed. Based on the type of construction and
details it appears to date between 1900 and 1910. It had been converted to at least partial

commercial use by 1934, when it served as an office for Harry Parker of Parker Motor Freight.
By 1940 it was occupied by Herbert Schneider, who owned Schneider Gasoline, across the street,
at what is now 231 East Water Street. Contributing.
300. Wolverine Hotel, Dilworth Hotel (1912)
The building at 300 East Water Street is a massive, restrained and distinguished building that
dominates and forms the east end of the traditional commercial district. It is a rectangular plan,
three-story brick structure with a flat parapeted roof. Its Water Street façade is five bays wide on
the street level, defined by a central entry within a projecting frame vestibule that is flanked on
each side by two large fixed pane windows having transoms with tracery. The three central bays
are shielded by this elevation’s most distinctive feature, a low-pitch shed-roofed porch supported
by four sets of paired pillars, each resting on a pedestal, between which runs an ornamental
balustrade. The porch and large window elements carry over to the East Street elevation,
although the six other bays there are composed of casement windows with transoms. The seven
bays of the upper two stories of the Water Street elevation display a purely symmetrical piercing
pattern, composed of both large and small voids with plain masonry sills and double hung sash.
The third story windows reveal added embellishment, all being slightly recessed with masonry
corner anchors. In addition, a slightly projecting belt course occurs above these windows and
beneath a metal cornice (which is deteriorated and partially removed). The East Street elevation
is virtually identical in the details of architectural composition, but it contains eight bays, and the
piercing pattern is not as rigidly symmetrical.
The Wolverine Hotel is one of the few documented buildings still standing that is constructed
from bricks manufactured by the Boyne City Brick Co. The very restrained and straightforward
composition of this building reveals it to be an architectural product of the post-Victorian period.
While the tracery elements and balustrade reveal some Colonial Revival affinities, the
unembellished exterior and period interior images reveal that this building’s primary inspiration
originated in the Arts & Craft movement, which emphasized simple form and function over the
previous Victorian emphasis on adornment and embellishment. The building received
renovations and updating over the decades, most often associated with changes in ownership,
during the 1940s, the 1960s and the 1980s. All of the metal cornice on the Water Street elevation
and much of that on the Park Street elevation are missing, having deteriorated and been removed.
Sanborn maps reveal by 1911 the site was occupied by a brick building with a veranda extending
across the entire Water Street façade and partially down the side elevations, which is identified as
the Boyne City Hotel Co. It was apparently under construction because within the building
footprint is the notation, “From Plans.” By 1919 the building is described as the Wolverine
Hotel, having a spacious L-shaped lobby fronting on Water Street with a central elevator. On the
first floor plan, a central hall led from the lobby to the rear bays, separating the large dining room
facing onto Park Street from the kitchen. The 1929 Sanborn edition and post cards from the 1920s
reveal that separate broad porches on each elevation comprised the veranda (as they appear
today). The 1934 city directory identifies this building as the Wolverine Hotel, while the 1940
edition reveals a name change and an advertisement that states, “Dilworth Hotel – the Pride of
Boyne City – is famous among the traveling public as having unsurpassed service.”
The Wolverine Hotel resulted from the vision of city fathers who desired first-class
accommodations for visitors to the city. The Boyne City Hotel Co. was composed of 46
shareholders and its directors read like a who’s who of Boyne City’s commercial elite: W.H.
White was president and majority shareholder, and other directors included his business
associates, William Martin and Ervan A. Ruegsegger. The grand hotel was constructed with
locally-produced bricks from Boyne City Clay Products Co., and $40,000 had been expended by

the time of the grand opening, attended by 240 patrons, on February 1, 1912 (Morgridge 1981:
37; Wolverine 1980). It is the only surviving large hotel from Boyne City’s lumber era. In 1935
it was renamed the Dilworth Hotel after it was purchased by Wesley Dilworth. During the 1930s
and 1940s it was the site of the Smeltania Ball and fish dinner that culminated the three-month
long fishing event held annually during the heyday of lake and river smelt runs. Dilworth sold
the hotel by the mid-1940s, but it retained its reputation for serving the area's best food and
remained a favorite dining spot. The Wolverine-Dilworth was the place to stay when visiting the
area through the mid-twentieth century, and among other guests, Ernest Hemingway is reputed to
have stayed here (Sansom n.d.). In addition, city directories reveal that a number of Boyne City
managers, professionals and service providers resided in the hotel’s suites. The Wolverine Hotel
was individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1986.
BOYNE AVENUE, NORTH SIDE
417. William H. White House (ca. 1900)
The house at 417 Boyne Avenue is sited on a triangular corner lot at the intersection with Pearl
Street and East Water Street (Boyne being essentially an extension of Water Street) offering an
unimpeded view of the central business district. It is a variant of a two-story cross-gabled
dwelling that includes two cross-gabled units on the rear elevation. The house rests on a coursed
ashlar stone foundation, is clad in stucco, and is shielded by an asphalt shingle roof. The façade
features two entries, the most prominent in the gable-front unit that is accessed through a roundarch roof supported by square pillars, and a second in the ell that is shielded by a hipped roof
porch with turned columns. Fenestration is varied, and is composed of double hung sash, sliding,
and fixed pane windows, almost all of which are replacements. Projecting two-story squared or
box bay windows are centered on and comprise the fenestration of the gabled bays of the façade,
on the Boyne Avenue elevation, and in one of the gabled rear units. Most of the surviving details
of architectural interest are confined to the upper section of this house. Each of the box bays
terminates in a projecting closed gable embellished by decorative diagonal truss struts, a device
that is repeated in a small gable above the entrance in the ell’s entry porch and in the gabled
dormer above. The gable ends above the box bays are all clad in decorative shingles in diamond
and key pattern motifs. Finally, a decorative bargeboard without bracing survives largely intact
on all gables. All windows have been replaced, although most window voids have not been
altered from their original size.
An early 1900s post card reveals that this house was originally clad in clapboard, and was
distinguished by a full-width hipped roof porch, which rested on a decorative apron, and
continued from the ell and across the front-gabled bays. The roof ridge line was also punctuated
with finials. The strongest architectural affinities of this house appear to be to the Queen Anne
and Eastlake styles, which were popular during the late nineteenth century. Hallmarks are its
asymmetry, multiple gabled roof, squared bay windows, and use of patterned shingles, decorative
truss gables and bargeboards.
This house was built by 1903 by William H. White on Lot 1 of “Wm. H. White & Co.’s
Subdivision of Lot No. 35 of Beardsley’s Second Addition to the Village,” which was platted in
1902. Pearl Street, which bisects this plat, is named after White’s daughter, and many of the
houses in the subdivision were soon occupied by White’s business associates and family
members. W.H. White, “the Lumber Baron of Boyne City,” had the house built during the period
when he had achieved prominence and sufficient economic success to construct a suitable and
impressive residence. The house was described by a contemporary as a “beautiful family home,
known as a center of generous but unostentatious hospitality” (Powers 1912: 1229). White lived
in the house from its construction in 1903 until 1931, just three years before his death in 1934.

His wife, Mary Louise White, continued to reside in the home at least through 1940, according to
city directories. The house was renovated and converted into a 5-unit apartment building during
the 1970s.
William H. White arrived in Boyne City in 1882 to sell general store goods. He used the
proceeds to buy a broom handle factory in 1883, which he parlayed into purchase of the
Sheboygan Chair Company mill, the “big mill” that eventually was designated as White Mill No.
1. With his brothers he formed W.H. White & Co. in 1889. He founded the Boyne City and
Southeastern Railroad in 1893 to connect his interests in Boyne City to the Grand Rapids and
Indiana main line at Boyne Falls. He eventually expanded this railroad into the Boyne City,
Gaylord & Alpena Railroad, Michigan’s only independent cross-state road, which reached
Alpena in 1918. In 1894 he founded the White Transportation Steamship Line, a lake steamer
transport company, to carry lumber from his mills through the Great Lakes. In 1902 White and
his brothers organized the Boyne City Lumber Co., with its Mill #1, Mill #2, Mill #3 and Mill #4.
He also organized the Badger Wooden Ware Co. He was also president and majority shareholder
in the local group that constructed the Wolverine Hotel in 1912, Boyne city’s finest, located
within the historic district. White also directly influenced city development through other
activity. In 1902 he recorded the W.H. White & Co. Subdivision of Part of Lot 35, including 20
lots laid out along Pearl Street (named for his daughter) at the east end of the historic district,
where he built this home, and where his daughter, other relatives, and close business associates
also built fashionable residences.
White served as a primary catalyst for the growth and development of Boyne City, and it may be
argued that without White Boyne City could have remained an economic backwater. Without his
impact, the city would not have experienced the boom that witnessed the population of Boyne
City rise from just over 912 in 1900 to 5218 (US Census, Bowen 1916: 144) in 1910 – reputedly
ranking as the fast growing city in the nation for that decade. Outside of his own businesses, in
1901 White induced W.S. Shaw to come to Boyne City and establish Boyne City Tanning Co.,
which developed into one of the city’s major employers (and was the county’s largest employer
until it ceased operation in 1969). He negotiated and succeeded in convincing investors to move
an iron furnace from St. Ignace to Boyne City, establishing the Charcoal Iron Co. of America, and
he also induced a group of Grand Rapids financiers to start the Boyne City Electric Co.
At one time or another, among his other positions, White was President and General Manager of
W.H. White & Co., President and General Manager of the Boyne City Lumber Co., President and
General Manager of the Boyne City & Alpena Railroad, President of the Boyne City State Bank,
First Vice President of the Boyne City Chemical Co., Secretary of the Elm Cooperage Co.,
Treasurer of the Michigan Maple Co., President of the Boyne City Board of Trade, First Vice
President of the National Hardwood Association, and President of the Beulah Farm for Boys. His
influence on the community extended beyond the economic. From the turn of the twentieth
century he would write editorials informing residents of Boyne City how they should vote in
upcoming presidential elections, which the Boyne Citizen newspaper published on its front page.
In 1913, overextended by both railroad construction and acquisition of west coast timber lands,
W.H. White & Co. went into receivership. The company was reorganized and White managed to
continue operation of some of his mills into the 1920s and the railroad into the 1930s.
Contributing.

PEARL STREET, NORTH SIDE
411. Chester Naylor House (1920)
The rectangular plan house at 411 Pearl Street is constructed of glazed tile, rests on a concrete
foundation and is shielded by flat and shallow-pitched hip roofs. Its Mediterranean-inspired
styling is highly unusual in the area. The house is composed of a two story central section
flanked on either side by single story wings and a fourth, slightly recessed end bay extending the
east elevation. The entrance is recessed and centered within the two-story section, and is
composed of a round-arch door with ornamental iron hinges that occurs behind a pair of fluted
columns supporting a plain architrave. The flanking single story bays are pierced by centered
triple casement windows, while a fixed pane window is centered in the recessed end bay. The
second story is pierced by a single triple casement window identical to those in the bays below,
and is positioned directly above the entry door. While the windows all have plain masonry sills,
they are distinguished through the use of polychrome tile patterning along their lateral margins, a
devise repeated at the building’s corners. While the flat-roofed side wings occur behind parapets
with masonry coping, the two story center section is shielded by a shallow-pitched hip roof, with
open rakes, which is clad in asphalt shingle. A tile wall links the west elevation of the house to a
tile two-bay garage whose roof treatment replicates that of the house.
This house was built in 1920 by Chester and Eleanor (Shaw) Naylor on the site of W.H. White’s
tennis court (his house was directly across the street at 417 Pearl Street) – the last house built in
this subdivision. Naylor and White were connected through business and their prominent
positions in the local economy. Chester Naylor owned Boyne City Hardware and was a partner
in the Shaw-Naylor Lumber Co. It seems likely that his association with these firms provided
him access to a variety of building materials, from which he chose to construct his distinctive tile
residence. Naylor lived in the house at least until 1932, when it is identified as the Naylor house
in relation to a fire in the basement (Boyne Citizen 1932). The 1934 city directory reveals that
John H. Parker, who owned Parker Real Estate, occupied the house. By 1940 the house was
owned by Dr. Albert Litzenberger, a 1930 graduate of the Detroit College of Medicine, who
opened his practice in town in 1938 after practicing in metropolitan Detroit hospitals, temporarily
residing for the summer at a cottage in Charlevoix before he moved to 411 Pearl Street (Boyne
Citizen 1939p). Initially his office was on the second floor of the Gerrie Drug Building (ibid.) at
121 East Water Street in the historic district, but between 1945 and 1967 it appears he ran his
medical practice from the house, which remained in the Litzenberger family at least until 2001
(BCHSC 2001). Contributing.
423. House (ca. 1902)
The home of Olympic gold medalist skaters Pierre and Andrea Brunet, this two story house is
constructed on an irregular T-plan, composed of a front-gabled bay, a western side-gabled bay,
and an eastern jerkinhead gabled bay, all clad in composition siding and shielded by an asphalt
shingled roof. The gabled bay is pierced by paired casement windows on the first story and by a
double hung window on the second, while the western bay is pierced by a single double hung
window in the first story. The eastern ell reveals an entry door shielded by a hipped roof stoop at
the junction with the gabled bay, above which occurs a small double hung sash window in the
second story. The house has been resided and its fenestration has been altered. An adjacent
detached gabled garage was constructed during the 1960s, perhaps when the dwelling was
renovated. Architecturally, with the lack of stylistic details, this house can only be classified as
vernacular. Although the precise construction date of this house is not known, it most likely
would have been built after the subdivision was platted in 1902. Research did not identify who
built and initially lived in this house. City directories reveal that John A. Hartnell lived here in
1934, and William Gould in 1940. Neither appears in the Michigan Gazetteer for the years 1925

through 1932. Pierre and Andrea Brunet, gold medalists in pair figure skating in the 1928 and
1932 Olympics who had been awarded the Legion of Honor by France, acquired the house during
the 1940s and lived here until their deaths in 1988 and 1992 (BCHSC 2001). Contributing.
429. William Martin House (1901)
This one-and-one-half story, rectangular plan house rests on an ashlar stone foundation, and the
main body is shielded by a side-gabled, asphalt shingled roof. The house is clad in clapboard, but
features shingled gables laid in alternating plain and staggered-butt bands. Its picturesque façade
consists of three bays composed of a central entry door flanked on one side by a recessed bay
pierced by a large light window, and on the other bay by the dwelling’s most dramatic feature, a
two-story hexagon corner tower with a tall pointed roof. The tower is balanced by a gabled
dormer pierced by paired sash windows occurring beneath a classically-inspired pediment.
Classical details are also evident in the front door treatment, which features fluted pilasters and a
denticulated cornice. The entry is accessed through an engaged porch that extends from the tower
across the façade, incorporates a pediment above the entry bay, and is supported by plain pillars
beneath the main roof. The side elevations incorporate a box bay on the west and a porch on the
east tucked into an ell formed by the rear bays. This house may best be termed an eclectic
architectural product, because while the tower is best defined as Queen Anne in influence, the
massing and side-gabled form can be interpreted to relate to Arts & Crafts, but classical
references occur in the entry porch and door treatments.
This house was built in 1901 (Boyne Citizen 1901b) for William L. Martin, who was a close
business associate of W.H. White (who lived nearby at 417 Pearl). He joined White in business
in 1888 and by 1904 it was stated that he “has charge of the company’s offices, looking closely
after the accounting departments . . . when White & Co. incorporate under state laws this fall . . .
Mr. Martin will own stock and become Secretary” (Boyne Citizen 1904: 4). He eventually served
as a corporate officer with White in a number of concerns, including secretary of the Boyne City
Lumber Co., secretary of the Boyne City, Gaylord & Alpena Railroad, secretary of the Boyne
City Chemical Co., and a vice president and on the Executive Committee of the Boyne City
Board of Trade. He also was a director in the group that constructed the Wolverine Hotel in
1912, the finest hostelry in Boyne City. City directories reveal he resided in the house until at
least 1934, and the house is listed as vacant by 1940. The dwelling was later owned by Florida
(Kaden) Bowman, whose family had long owned a Boyne City retail institution, the Frank Kaden
General Store, which was located at 123-125 E. Water in the historic district. Contributing.
435. R.E. Watson House (1903)
The rectangular plan house at 435 Pearl Street is frame, two stories, clad in clapboard on the first
story and wood shingles on the second, and rests on a rock-faced block foundation. The
streetfront bays are shielded by an asphalt shingle-clad gambrel roof, while the rear bays
incorporate a shallow pitch hip roof. The two-bay street level façade is defined by an engaged
corner entry porch supported with classical columns and a broad bay window. A paired double
hung sash window is centered in the second story gambrel, placed within a wall plane that is clad
in shingle in alternating bands of plain, fishtail and staggered butt pattern. The façade is further
distinguished by a pediment enclosing a decorative bargeboard. The side elevations display
functional fenestration and are two stories in height. The house is influenced by the Dutch
Colonial Revival style, as expressed in its gambrel roofline and classical details, and the Queen
Anne style, evident in the varied shingle treatment and decorative bargeboard.
This house is directly associated with the W.H. White business interests, as it was constructed by
W.H. White Co. for R.E. Watson in 1903. Robert E. Watson was a graduate of the University of
Michigan, class of 1897, and practiced dentistry in Boyne City (University of Michigan 1911:

156), where he is listed in the Michigan Gazetteers from 1903 through 1912, but is absent in
1919. He was also a member of Boyne City’s Masonic Lodge in 1901 and 1904 (FAOM 1904:
215). City directories reveal that A. Cameron McNally lived here in 1934, and that the house was
owned by Ivy T. Robinson in 1940. Ernest and Ivy Robinson may have owned the house as early
as 1913, and their tenure continued as late as 1983. The Michigan Gazetteers list Ernest
Robinson in Boyne City as the County Surveyor in both the 1925 and 1931-32 editions.
Contributing.
441. Joseph Aldendifer House (1907)
The cross-gabled T-plan one-and-one-half story frame house at 441 Pearl Street is clad in vinyl
siding, rests on a fieldstone foundation and is shielded by an asphalt shingled roof. The façade is
graced by a shed-roofed wrap-around porch with wrought iron ornamental verticals and
balustrades that post-date original construction. This porch shields four bays defined by a
primary entrance at the corner of the gable-front, a central double hung sash window, a band of
three fixed pane windows at the opposite corner, and a secondary entry door in the eastern ell.
Fenestration in the second story is limited to paired double hung sash windows centered in the
gable wall. Side elevations incorporate single story bays towards the building rear and display
purely functional piercing patterns. This vernacular dwelling lacks style ornamentation, although
its form may reveal generalized late Queen Anne influences.
Like the owners of other houses in the area, the builder of this house was linked to W.H. White
through business, and later, family. This house was built in 1907 by Joseph Aldendifer, who was
in charge of the retail business and yards for the W.H. White Lumber Co. in Boyne City.
Aldendifer married W. H. White’s daughter, Pearl, in 1907 after which they established residence
just down the street at 447 Pearl Street. He and his wife are also associated with construction of a
third house in the subdivision, at 444 Pearl Street. He was also an organizer and principal
stockholder, with L.H. White, of the Boyne City Publishing Co., which was established in 1910
and published the local newspaper, the Boyne Citizen (Marshall Chronicle 1910). City
directories reveal the house was occupied by Grant O. Kime in 1934 and by Charles F.
Aimesbury in 1940. Contributing.
445. House (1905)
The two story, rectangular plan, gabled ell house at 445 Pearl is clad in vinyl siding and has an
asphalt shingle roof. The street level façade consists of a hip-roofed enclosed entry porch while
the second story bay contains a centered double window beneath a leaded glass transom. The
pedimented gable above is sheathed in alternating bands of plain, diamond and staggered butt
pattern shingles, and is pierced by a single leaded glass window. A shallow pitch shed-roofed car
port extends from the west elevation beneath a pedimented gable dormer containing a leaded
glass window. The second story and pedimented gables of this elevation behind the carport
repeat the cladding, piercing pattern and window details of the façade. This house is vernacular
and eclectic in style influences, referencing late Queen Anne in its overall form and varied
shingle patterns in its gables, and Colonial Revival in its gable pediments. Renovations include
the enclosed porch and synthetic siding, as well as the carport, constructed in 1998. Research did
not identify who built or first owned this house. City directories indicate that Neil J. Dorgan
owned the dwelling in 1934 and 1940. Contributing.
447. Aldendifer House (between 1902-1907)
The house at 447 Pearl is a rectangular plan, single story, cross-gabled dwelling that is clad in
vinyl siding and shielded by an asphalt shingle roof. The house is distinguished by its hip-roof
wrap-around porch, which extends from a corner bay window across the façade and runs along
the entire east elevation. The porch entry door occurs between sidelights, as does the house entry

behind it, and the porch is supported by square-plan pillars with simple capitals. The façade’s
fenestration is composed of cottage windows, runs of narrow, multi-light wood storm windows in
the porch, and a triple sash window centered in the gable above, which occurs beneath a roundarch louvered vent. The east elevation, which faces Little Lake, is essentially identical to the
façade in composition and details, except that the porch, supported by seven pillars, is entirely
open. The dwelling’s west elevation is marked by a brick wall chimney and a central bay
window, while a hipped roof, two-bay garage extends from the rear corner. The house’s wraparound porch, bay windows and asymmetrical fenestration indicate its closest style affinities are
to the Queen Anne style.
More so than the many other dwellings in the subdivision, this house was directly linked to W.H.
White by family and business. White reputedly built this house for his daughter Pearl (for whom
Pearl Street is named) and her husband, Joseph Aldendifer. Pearl White was born on March 5,
1884 in Boyne City. She graduated from Grand Rapids [Michigan] High School in June 1903.
She attended the Dana Hall School for young ladies in Wellesley, Massachusetts, and later, the
Gunston Hall Academy in Washington, D.C., and also studied the French language in France and
music in Germany. On November 12, 1907, Pearl married J. R. Aldendifer, with whom she had
three children (White 1880-1959). Joseph Aldendifer was in charge of the retail business and
yards for the W.H. White Lumber Co. in Boyne City, and in 1910 was an organizer of and
principal stockholder in the Boyne City Publishing Co., with W.H. White’s son, L.H. White
(Marshall Chronicle 1910). He also is credited as the builder of another home in this subdivision,
at 441 Pearl Street, and a third, with Pearl, at 444 Pearl Street. Although the precise construction
date of 447 Pearl Street is not known, it most likely would have been built after the subdivision
was platted in 1902 and sometime near the time White and Aldendifer married in 1907. They did
not live there many years, because Pearl died in 1914 (Seeking Michigan 2011).
City directories reveal the house was subsequently owned by Ervan A. Ruegsegger in 1934 and
1940. He is linked to another resident of Pearl Street, W.L. Martin, from whom he acquired the
W.L. Martin & Co. Insurance business in 1902 (Boyne Citizen 1902b). Commonly referred to as
Judge Ruegsegger, he was Boyne City Clerk in 1901, and City Attorney starting in 1913, a post
he retained at least through 1929. In private practice he counted as clients the White-owned firms
BC, G&A RR, the Boyne City Lumber Co. and W.H. White Co. He moved to a larger office in
the 1st National Bank Building after he was elected Charlevoix County prosecutor in 1918. He
attained a position as county judge in 1935. His insurance business was licensed as the
Ruegsegger Insurance Agency in 1905, which he operated until 1934 when he turned it over to
his son. With W.H. White and others, Ruegsegger was a director in a group of investors that
constructed the Wolverine Hotel in 1912. Contributing.
PEARL STREET, SOUTH SIDE
430. William Robinson House (1910)
The house at 430 Pearl Street is a two story, cross-gabled, frame dwelling, clad in vinyl siding,
resting on a coursed ashlar stone foundation, and shielded by an asphalt shingle roof. The façade
is distinguished by the ell’s entry porch, which is composed of a projecting pyramid-roofed stoop,
turned columns and balustrade, and spindlework frieze with lace brackets. It rests on a
reconstructed brick foundation. The gable-front bay displays chamfered corners, with the first
story pierced by double hung sash windows flanking another centered in the wall plane. Its
second story is pierced by a single central sash window, and is notable for alternating bands of
vinyl fishscale and diamond pattern shingles, placed at the transitions of the second story with the
first story and with the base of the gable. The patterned vinyl shingle bands continue around to
the side elevations, which feature functional fenestration. A vinyl side wall chimney has been

added to the west elevation, and a single bay garage to the southwest corner of the residence. A
ca. 1950s photograph reveals that prior to the vinyl siding the house was sheathed in composition
shingle, the garage bay had been added, and the entire second story gable front was clad in
patterned shingles. The second story of the house was damaged by fire in 1999 and was
reconstructed. This house’s design appears to be influenced architecturally by the Queen Anne
style, witnessed in the general massing and distinctive front porch.
This house was built in 1910 by William Robinson, a foreman at one of the local planing mills.
City directories reveal that in 1934 it was occupied by Clark Haire, and in 1940 by Charles T.
McCutcheon. The latter was a businessman who is listed in the 1931-32 Michigan Gazetteer as
owning Charles T. McCutcheon Real Estate (“farms and resort property”). He also appears in the
city directories under Charles McCutcheon Insurance in 1934 and Charles T. McCutcheon Real
Estate in 1940 (office at 104 S. Park Street in the historic district). McCutcheon arrived in Boyne
City in 1909 to take charge of the Badger Woodenware plant, and in 1911 moved on to the Boyne
City Electric Co. as local manager, where he served until 1926. He subsequently opened a real
estate office with his son specializing in resort property, to which he later added an insurance
business, and was elected City Treasurer in 1930 (Boyne Citizen 1938g). Contributing.
436. House (1913)
The house at 436 Pearl Street is a compound massed plan, one-and-one-half story frame dwelling,
which rests on a concrete block foundation and is shielded by an asphalt shingle roof. The façade
is composed of a projecting gable-front unit whose first story displays chamfered corners pierced
by sash windows that flank the central bay’s centered sash window, and an adjacent ell fronted by
the entry porch. The porch’s shed roof is supported on plain pillars and architrave, with its most
notable featuring consisting of a projecting pediment embellished by a sunburst pattern
tympanum, a device repeated in a transom above the gable-front first story window. The gablefront bays are further distinguished by scribed triangular brackets that transition the chamfered
corners to the second story, which is pierced by a modern triple window, above which the gable is
clad in alternating bands of diamond and staggered butt pattern shingles. A gabled wall dormer
defines the second story of the ell above the porch. The side elevations display functional
fenestration, their character determined by a wall chimney on the west and a box bay on the east.
Other than foundation repairs and a decorative wrought iron balustrade on the porch, the house
appears much as built. The massing, varied wall planes and patterns, and ornamentation reveal
this house was influenced by the Queen Anne style.
This house was built in 1913, but the builder and initial occupant have not been identified. City
directories reveal Matthew Cunningham occupied the house in 1934. If this were the M.
Cunningham who was Superintendent of the Boyne City Lumber Co. (Anonymous 2012), it
would link the house and its occupants to W.H. White, as were most of its neighbors. By 1940
the house remained in the family and is owned by Jane Cunningham. The house was purchased
in 1953 by Theron H. Bray, whose family still owns it. Contributing.
440. Martin D. Reeder House (1905)
This house, at 440 Pearl Street, is a compound massed plan one-and-one-half story frame
structure that rests on a rock-faced block foundation and is sheathed in composition siding. It is
shielded by a hip-on-gable roof created by a central hipped roof section occurring within the
junction of gabled ells. The hipped roof entry porch, supported on plain columns, extends across
both the front-gabled and ell bays of the façade, shielding a central entry door and flanking
double hung sash windows. The fenestration is asymmetrical and functional, including a gabled
pediment wall dormer that breaks the eave of the hipped roof and another that occurs on the
house’s east elevation. The irregular massing and complex roofline of this house may reveal

Queen Anne style inspiration, although the pedimented wall dormers display Colonial Revival
affinities.
This house was built by Martin D. Reeder, who was W.H. White’s brother-in-law. He was the
brother of M. Louise Reeder, who had married White in 1899 (Missaukee Republican 1912;
Boyne Citizen 1904: 3-11). City directories reveal that the house was occupied by Harry Milton
in 1934 and by Floyd E. Bowers in 1940. Contributing.
444. Pearl White Aldendifer House (1910)
The two-story rectangular plan frame house at 444 Pearls Street is sheathed in vinyl siding, rests
on a concrete foundation and is shielded by an asphalt shingle roof. The façade is composed of a
full-width, hipped roof, enclosed porch that shields an off-center entry flanked by a large glass
window with leaded transom. The second story fenestration consists of a large central bay
window surmounted by a small, fixed pane, gable window. The three bays comprising the east
elevation feature symmetrical fenestration, distinguished by a projecting second story box bay
whose hipped roof breaks the eave line, while the west elevation displays a functional piercing
pattern, including a slightly projecting shed roofed corner bay. A single bay garage that extends
from the rear elevation was added in the 1940s, about the same time the porch was enclosed.
This house was built in 1910 by Pearl White Aldendifer, the daughter of W.H. White, the man
who platted this subdivision in 1902 and named its street for her. Pearl White was born on March
5, 1884 in Boyne City, graduated from Grand Rapids [Michigan] High School in June 1903,
attended the Dana Hall School for young ladies in Wellesley, and later, the Gunston Hall
Academy in Washington, D.C.. Pearl also studied French in France and music in Germany. On
November 12, 1907, she married Joseph R. Aldendifer, who was in charge of the retail business
and yards for the W.H. White Lumber Co. in Boyne City, and in 1910 was also an organizer and
principal stockholder, with L.H. White, of the Boyne City Publishing Co. (Marshall Chronicle
1910). Pearl and J.R. are also associated with two other homes in this subdivision, at 441 and 447
Pearl Street. There is no entry for this address in the 1934 city directory, probably indicating
vacancy, but by 1940 the house was owned by Franklin K. Killian. Contributing.
RAY STREET, NORTH SIDE
151. Boyne City, Gaylord & Alpena Railroad Freight Depot (ca. 1902)
The building at 151 Ray Street is a single story, end-gable-on-hip, frame structure clad in simple
drop siding with shingled gables, which is shielded by an asphalt shingle roof. The five bay south
elevation façade displays a functional piercing pattern, composed of corner pedestrian entry
doors, one of which has a transom, between which are two bay windows and a double hung sash
window. Window and door surrounds are unadorned planks. Corner boards are linked by simple
plank frieze boards that also carry to verticals occurring at the bay windows. The eaves are
supported by simple trusses. The east elevation is pierced by a single double hung sash window,
repeats the trim of the principal elevation, and is distinguished by its shingled gable that is
pierced by a louvered vent and terminates in a truss with pendant. The west elevation is similar
in overall configuration to the east, but its fenestration has been altered through installation of a
band of six fixed pane windows. The rear elevation continues the details from the other
elevations, and is composed of a projecting center section flanked by double-hung sash windows,
while an entry door is located near the building’s corner. The building has been renovated
through the years. In 1920 it received a concrete foundation, and a bay window was added in the
mid-1970s. Most recently it has functioned as a restaurant.

The Boyne City, Gaylord & Alpena Railroad freight depot is one of the few surviving buildings
of one of Boyne City’s historic, and literal, economic engines. The 1904 Boyne Citizen
newspaper appeared to be more inspired by the freight depot than passenger accommodations
when it proclaimed, “about 4 years ago a $1,500 station and general offices was erected, two
years later a large and commodious freight house was put in at a cost of $3,300.” The railroad
operated its own foundry and built most of its own rolling stock; by 1907 the railroad employed
180 men to operate 13 locomotives and over 200 rail cars. The railroad’s extensive shops and
yards were located west of Lake Street south of Water Street, and for a short time during the
1970s housed the Boyne City Railroad Museum, before they fell into disuse and were demolished
in the 1980s. The BCG&A Railroad began as the Boyne City Railroad, a short line constructed
by W.H. White in 1893, running 7.2 miles to Boyne Falls to connect with the Grand Rapids &
Indiana main line. The passenger depot, built in 1900, was located at the northwest corner of Ray
and Park Streets (now a parking lot). Sanborn maps reveal both the depot and freight house
present in 1905, and by 1911 they had been linked by a platform. By 1919 these “BCG&ARR
Depot Freight and Passenger” buildings were joined by the “BCG&ARR Co.’s Offices”
immediately to the north (at what is now 112 S. Park Street). The railroad reached Alpena in
1918 to become Michigan’s only independent cross-state line. However, the company was
placed into receivership soon thereafter and full service only lasted a couple years. The line was
reduced to the original Boyne Falls length by 1930, after which it was again called the Boyne
City Railroad. The company declared bankruptcy in 1935. The rail line was resurrected as an
excursion railroad in 1976 that operated until 1978, when it ceased operation and all assets were
sold off, and the line was formally abandoned in 1982. Contributing.
EAST MAIN STREET, SOUTH SIDE
102. Building (ca. 1990)
The building at 102 East Main Street is of recent construction employing Victorian Revival
elements. It is a frame single story, one-part commercial block that rests on a raised random
rubblestone veneer foundation. The character of the façade is created primarily by a bracketed,
recessed corner entrance that is emphasized by a projecting box bay and signage above. The
building’s façade is composed of a band of three large display windows occurring above a beaded
board bulkhead and beneath a simple architrave embellished with a series of small rosettes.
Above this is a paneled frieze that rises to a simple cornice with modillions, a treatment that
carries over to the corner box bay. A rear section displays a concrete block exterior. Although
occupied by a hardware store initially, by 1919 this parcel was occupied by a plumbing concern.
It is designated only as a store in 1929, after which it was the location of a service station,
identified as the Max M. Harper Sinclair gasoline station in the 1940 city directory. The current
building was erected after the service station was demolished. Non-Contributing.
104-106. Smith & Smith Grocery (between 1905-1911)
The building at 104-106 East Main Street is a brick, two-story, two-part commercial block
displaying Late Victorian style influences. The nearly symmetrical seven-bay street elevation is
composed of two three-bay storefronts, each consisting of a large display window, a slant-sided
entrance toward the center of the building, and a central bay containing a door leading to the
second floor. The storefront cornice location currently contains a panel with simple molding.
Brick piers occur at the building corners and on each side of the central bay, rising to a corbelled
frieze that terminates in a tile-coped parapet. Street level fenestration consists of metal doors and
aluminum framed display windows with transoms that rest on brick bulkheads post-dating
original construction. The greatest degree of architectural interest is provided by the upper story
fenestration. In the central bay a round arch window with brick voussoirs and masonry keystone
occurs just above the entry door. Three of the four outer bays in the second story are defined by

double hung sash windows with unadorned masonry sills and soldier bond brick lintels capped by
a narrow course of rusticated masonry. The fourth bay contains an oriel window with paneled
bulkhead. The side and rear elevations are also constructed of brick. Sanborn maps reveal that a
vacant frame building occupied this site until sometime between 1905 and 1911, when the current
brick building is in place. In 1911 it was occupied by a grocery, while in 1919 it hosts both a
grocery and grocery & meats store. Boyne City Bakery and Smith & Smith Dry Goods occupied
104 East Main and Smith & Smith Grocer 106 East Main in 1934, while the 1940 city directory
reveals Arne’s Men’s Shop in 104 (with an advertisement proclaiming it was “An Exclusive
Men’s Furnishing Store”) and Smith & Smith grocers in 106. In 1962 Boyne Auto Supply
opened its doors at 104 East Main Street “in the old Kerry Building” (BCRC 1965: 28).
Contributing.
110-112. Kemp Millinery Shop (between 1901-1905)
The building at 110-112 East Main Street is a brick, two-story, two-part commercial block that
reflects Late Victorian affinities. The façade’s storefront is defined by a central recessed slantsided entry containing entrances to the second story and adjacent store fronts, flanked on each
side by three large display windows. These windows have transoms and rest on beaded board
bulkheads. A simple paneled storefront cornice occurs above, running between brick piers at the
building corners, and resting on two metal columns that flank the central entry bay. The six bays
of the second story are defined by double hung sash windows, occurring within downsized
window voids having plain masonry sills and lintels. The building’s corner piers rise to a
stamped metal bracketed cornice featuring floral motifs and panels with rosettes. It is likely that
this feature is a product of the George L. Mesker Co. of Evansville, Indiana. The side and rear
elevations are also constructed of brick. Although many of the elements of this building appear
original, most of the street level details appear to be the result of renovations that were completed
ca. 2000.
This building was constructed after publication of the 1901 Sanborn and prior to its 1905 edition,
which illustrates it was occupied by a millinery shop in its west storefront (110). It probably
dates to 1903-1904, as Miss Kemp announced her intent to rebuild after a fire in 1902 destroyed a
building she leased for her millinery store along with several others on Lake Street (Boyne Citizen
1903a). The 1905 Sanborn reveals a grocery occupied this building’s east storefront (112),
perhaps revealing tenancy by another victim of the Lake Street fire, because grocer Arthur
Johnson had stated he was undecided if he would rebuild, but if he did, he would build in brick
(Boyne Citizen 1903a). In 1907 the business in 110 Main was identified as the millinery store of
Miss Kemp (Boyne Citizen 1907: 16), which apparently continued in this location through 1919,
according to city directories. The storefront at 112 was vacant in 1911 but by 1919 was occupied
by Friedly Bros. Cigar Factory and Bottling Works. By 1934 110 was vacant, but 112 was home
to the Boyne City Bottling Works, a business that continued there in the 1940 city directory,
when 110 was occupied by the Guide Training Project. Contributing.
114-116. Boyne City Steam Laundry (between 1905-1911)
The building at 114-116 East Main Street is a classic example of a small turn-of-the-century Late
Victorian commercial building. It is a brick, single story, one-part commercial block whose two
restrained storefront façades are each composed of a corner slant-sided front entry and adjacent
large display window. The wood single panel/single light entry doors appear to be original. The
storefronts are further distinguished by brick piers that continue upward to the roofline. The
display windows rest on a simple paneled bulkhead and rise to transom windows above. Above
the storefront cornice is a plain brick panel that rises to a parapet. The side and rear elevations
are also constructed of brick. The current appearance is the result of rehabilitation completed
since 2005, which included replacing a shingled pent roof with transom windows and installing

the current bulkhead. Review of Sanborn maps reveals a frame dwelling on this site at least
through 1905, but by 1911 the present brick building is illustrated with the notation “Steam
Laundry.” In 1934, Lewis McIntire, apiarist, occupied 114, which in 1940 was listed as a
Beekeeper Office. In 1934 the storefront at 116 East Main was occupied by Mrs. John Liscum,
baker, which had become the Little Home Bakery by 1940. Contributing.
SOUTH LAKE STREET, WEST SIDE
2. Sunset Park (ca. 1920s)
This property at 2 South Lake Street is a large parcel of city-owned parkland situated at the
intersection of Water and Lake Streets, overlooking the confluence of the Boyne River and Lake
Charlevoix. Composing the northwest corner of the historic district, this 5-acre Sunset Park is
undeveloped lawnscape with scattered spruce and deciduous trees to which have been added an
asphalt trail, benches, a rustic picnic table pergola, a reproduction vintage water fountain,
functional park benches and a boulder mounted with a historical marker dedicated to the founding
of the city.
Much of the parcel now known as Sunset Park was included within the southern portion of the
huge W.H. White & Co. mill complex, including the lumber docks that extended into Pine Lake
at the end of Water Street. A portion of the park’s southeast corner extends across the former
route of the Boyne City Railroad onto the lot occupied by the city’s first post office, which was
situated on a lot wedged between Lake Street to the east, Water Street to the south, and the
railroad (and is today largely occupied by the Chamber of Commerce building at 28 South Lake
Street). Public use of the park area was evident prior to 1905 when Sanborn maps illustrate a
“band stand” erected on Water Street at the Lake Street intersection just south of the post office; a
boardwalk led from the end of Water Street out onto the city dock. By 1919 the mill parcel was
vacant after the mill had burned the year before, although the docks were still in place. The
location was identified as “City Dock” on city maps dating to ca. 1920, and by 1929 the city pier
is clearly evident, as well as a boat house. Public use of what is now formally the park predates
the city’s efforts during the 1920s to attract tourists by improving the appearance of the
waterfront. The park was formally established during the 1970s. The Boyne River confluence
with the lake was reconfigured in 1954 (BACC 2006: 20). While the original course entered the
lake between River Street and Spruce (now State) Street, north of the historic district, the current
confluence occurs a half block further south, between Water and River Streets, which is the
northern boundary of the Historic District. Essentially this involved shifting a northwest bearing
bend southward to form a more direct westerly course. Evidence of the former piers survives,
however, with base members of the structure still visible in the lakebed from the park at the end
of Water Street. The park property is evaluated as Contributing, but the individual features, of
recent vintage, are not considered historic.
28. Chamber of Commerce (1930s)
The small building at 28 South Lake Street situated in the southeast corner of Sunset Park (see 2
South Lake Street), at the northwest corner of the intersection of Water and Lake Streets, is
unique in the historic district. It is a single story, side-gabled, saddle-notched log structure that
rests on a poured concrete foundation and is shielded by an asphalt shingle roof partially
supported by projecting log rafters. The façade is five bays, comprised of a center entry shielded
by a front-gabled canopy supported by rustic log members, which is flanked on each side by two
bays defined by a vinyl double hung sash window and a wider sliding window. The side
elevations are each pierced by two sliding windows and a louvered gable vent. The rear elevation
is pierced by two sash windows flanking one of the building’s most distinguishing features, a
massive rubble fieldstone wall chimney.

This building occupies the location of the city’s first post office, which was situated on a lot
wedged between Lake Street to the east, Water Street to the south, and the Boyne City Railroad to
the rear (west). By 1919 this parcel was occupied by an auto service station. This log cabin was
constructed in the 1930s at the junction of the city’s primary thoroughfares, apparently to house
the chamber of commerce in distinctive roadside architecture as it intensified efforts to promote
tourism. The chamber of commerce had been organized as early as 1907, but was active
intermittently and was dissolved during World War II (Erber 1952: 32). During World War II
the building was renovated into a restaurant operated by Sylvester (Shorty) and Alice Jacobs
(daughter Nancy Fulkerson to DDA 12-15-11). It has been occupied again by the chamber of
commerce since the 1960s. Contributing.
102. Bill & Bea’s Gasoline Service Station and Restaurant (1938)
The building at 102-104 South Lake Street is a two-story structure with modern exterior finishes
suggestive of traditional wooden store buildings. It is clad in synthetic stucco and vinyl siding,
rests on a concrete foundation, and displays a parapeted roof. The otherwise rectangular plan
displays a chamfered corner. The Lake Street elevation contains an off-center door and five fixed
pane windows, including one set in the chamfered corner, which carries to an identical window in
the side elevation. The rear elevation is pierced by a single fixed pane window and a pedestrian
door near the building’s corner. On all elevations vertical members divide the wall planes
between the bays and carry up to horizontals reinforcing the division between the stucco-clad first
story and the vinyl-sided second. The building’s primary architectural feature is its double
cornice. The current appearance is the result of Victorian Revival details applied during a
renovation that occurred ca. 2000.
The building’s siting and distinctive chamfered corner appears to reference an earlier function,
and the footprint would not be inconsistent with one commonly employed in gasoline service
stations. This structure dates to the 1930s when Bill & Bea’s Gasoline and Restaurant operated
here, replacing earlier storefronts evident in the 1929 Sanborn map and 1934 city directory,
becoming Bill & Bea’s in the 1940 edition. The structure appears to date to 1938 when Davis Oil
Co. held a grand opening on August 5 for the city’s first all-night service station business run by
Mr. Davis and the “Sandwich Shoppe” run by Mrs. Davis (Boyne Citizen 1938m). A photograph
of the building soon after opening illustrates it was built of concrete block with a rounded corner
of two story height extending from the corner south to a point where the building recedes to a
single story occupied by a pair of vehicle service bays (Boyne Citizen 1938g), which equates to
the footprint of the current building. Mather’s Sinclair was opened in this building in 1962; it
was sold in 1975 and renovated to house the William Lindsay insurance office (Mathers 2011). It
was renovated later to serve as a bank. Non-Contributing due to alteration of form and no historic
finishes are visible.
104-106. Atwood Sheaffer & Co. (between 1901-1905)
The building at 106 South Lake Street is a brick, two-story two-part commercial block expressing
Victorian Revival elements. It is faced in synthetic stucco with vinyl architectural details,
although the brick side elevations are still visible above the adjoining buildings. The street
elevation is four bays, defined by a recessed slant-sided entry flanked by large display windows
resting on paneled bulkheads, and a corner entry door that leads to the second story. Above the
windows are embossed panels that extend upward to a vinyl storefront cornice. The piercing
pattern of the second story is symmetrical, consisting of four fixed pane windows set within voids
featuring plain masonry sills and vinyl cornices. The building façade is enframed by stuccoed
corner piers displaying embossed panels and a large vinyl cornice. The rear elevation is clad in
synthetic stucco and its piercing pattern is functional, consisting of replacement windows and

doors. The building’s current appearance is a product of renovations during the 1990s that
applied its Victorian Revival details. This building dates between 1901 and 1905 when the
Sanborn sequence reveals it was constructed to house a grocery on a previously vacant lot. By
1919 the store is identified as a harness and blanket and shoe shop, which apparently is the firm
Atwood Sheaffer & Co. that occupied this address during the 1930s and 1940s. City directories
reveal this was a retailer that sold auto tires and accessories, harnesses, traveling bags and radios
and offered shoe repairing and radio service, expanding to include sporting goods and bicycles by
1940. Contributing.
108-110. Boyne Citizen (1964)
Although consisting of two distinct storefronts today, 108 and 110 South Lake Street were
constructed as a single building during the mid-1960s. The single story brick-faced section at 108
South Lake Street is an example of the enframed window wall type commercial block that lacks
strong stylistic references. Its façade consists of a recessed corner entry adjacent to a band of
three large display windows occurring beneath vertical drop siding, all set within a broad arch
composed of brick soldier bond voussoirs beneath a rowlock course. Architectural interest at the
building’s roofline is created by brick bonding provided by a course of headers above which are
two soldier bond courses. The side elevations are obscured by adjacent buildings, but the rear
elevation is concrete block, and is pierced by a central entry door. The single story section at 110
South Lake Street is a functional structure that has no strong stylistic association. The four-bay
façade is composed of a slant-sided corner entry door and a band of three fixed-pane windows. It
is clad in a brick-look panel kneewall above which vinyl siding has been applied and rises to a
plain parapet. The rear elevation is concrete block, and is pierced by a central entry door flanked
by casement windows.
A ca. 1965 photograph reveals a vertical metal panel-clad building that combined the current two
storefronts at 108 and 110 South Lake Street in a façade composed of a corner entry with two sets
of aluminum frame windows occurring above a brick kneewall and below an awning (Rotary
1965: 20). This building dates to 1964 when it was constructed to replace Cass & Don’s Bar,
which had been destroyed by fire in 1961. It has housed a series of retail shops in recent years.
The façade of 108 dates to a renovation that occurred during the 1990s, and that of 110 appears to
date to a renovation that occurred during the 1980s. Non-Contributing.
112. Fanitorien Cigar Store (between 1905-1911)
The building at 112 South Lake Street is a single-story, one-part commercial block displaying
Victorian Revival style details. Its three-bay façade consists of a centered recessed slant-sided
entry flanked by large display windows. Although the building is brick, the facade’s cladding is
synthetic, including the beaded board bulkheads beneath the windows (dating post-2008), the
vinyl siding above them, and the corner piers and cornice that enframe the storefront.
Polychrome rosette corner blocks are placed on the piers at their junction with the cornice. The
rear elevation is clad in vinyl and is pierced by an off center entry and a large glass window
flanked by sash windows. Colonial Revival elements have been applied, including door
sidelights and dentil bands in the cornice and above the windows and door. The brick building
occupying this site dates prior to 1918 but its current appearance results largely from a DDA
façade grant completed ca. 2005 that ensheathed a simple brick storefront but left the slant-sided
center-entry footprint intact. The Sanborn maps reveal this building was constructed sometime
between 1905 and 1911, and that it was occupied by a ladies’ clothing store in 1911, and by a
barber shop selling tobacco with a pool room in the rear by 1919. The latter appears to have been
the Fanitorien Cigar Store. The building was later home to George Turcott’s Billiards by 1934
through at least through 1940, according to city directories. Casper’s Boyne Cleaners was located
here in 1965. Contributing.

116. Princess Theater (between 1905-1911)
The building at 116 South Lake Street is a brick two-story two-part commercial block with Late
Victorian style details. Its renovated street level façade consists of three bays defined by a
recessed corner entrance and two pairs of fixed pane windows beneath transoms. These occur in
a veneer of T-111 siding beneath a colorful advertizing awning. The second story’s three bays are
defined by small double hung windows set upon projecting brick sills. The second story
brickwork provides evidence that the window voids have been reduced in height and possibly the
entire second story’s brickwork between the outer brick piers has been rebuilt. The outer piers
rise to a projecting frieze above corbelled brickwork. The side elevations offer brick wall planes,
but the rear is clad in vinyl beneath a short pent roof, and includes a second story deck and shed
roofed projecting street level bays. Fenestration consists of centered and corner pedestrian entries
in the first story and two sliding patio doors leading to the deck above.
This building, which is numbered 114 on Sanborn maps, was constructed sometime between
1905 and 1911, when it is recorded as housing a clothing store. However, by 1919 the building
was occupied by a movie theater, the Princess Theater, which continued in business up to the
1929 Sanborn, although listed then as vacant. The theater had been acquired by a Mr. Heaton in
1925, but it was closed and sold in 1926 when he acquired the Bellamy Opera House and
renamed it the Boyne Theater (Boyne Citizen 1938q). The building was apparently still vacant in
1934 because there is no entry in the city directory, but in 1938 a new owner was improving the
building and weekly dance classes were being held there (Boyne Citizen 1938r). In the 1940 city
directory the building is identified as the Princess Ball Room. In 1961 Cass & Don’s Bar moved
to the “former Princess Theatre building” that they had most recently operated as a bowling alley
(BCRC 1965: 24), opening after extensive renovations. The building continues to serve as a bar
today. Contributing.
118. Building (post-1949)
The one-story building at 118 South Lake Street is one of the more extensively renovated
structures in the historic district. It is composed of a modern central two-story false-facade block
wall (without a room behind) flanked on each side by a single story unit, all clad in a synthetic
stucco veneer, and the entire building is shielded by a shallow-pitch shed roof. The building’s
street level fenestration consists of corner entry doors and five intervening window bays that are
inset within an arcade treatment, which is created employing stuccoed pilasters linked by round
arches with soldier brick voussoirs. The three central bays rising to the second story height are
defined by fixed pane windows. The visible side elevation reveals a wall chimney and is pierced
by an entry door and large sliding windows. It is clad in synthetic stucco to mid-elevation and
then is sheathed in cedar shake siding. This treatment carries around to the seven-bay rear
elevation whose fenestration consists of paired entry doors and six sets of sliding windows. The
rear elevation opens onto a large raised deck that rests on a concrete block foundation. This
current facade detail results from a renovation that appears to date to the 1970s.
Although some sources state this building dates to ca. 1898 (BCMain Street 2003), Sanborn maps
reveal that a two-story frame building occupied this site through 1929, which had housed Cutter’s
Saloon in 1905, a millinery in 1911, a restaurant in 1919, and an auto repair shop in 1929. While
no entry appears in the 1934 city directory, by 1940 the property is occupied by Reliable Auto
Parts. However, a 1949 newspaper photo showing the 200 block of Lake Street indicates the lot
occupied by this building was largely vacant, occupied by a small white frame building (Boyne
Citizen 1940). Non-Contributing.

202. Turcott Furniture Co. (ca. 1910; 1989)
The building at 202 South Lake Street is a two story rectangular plan brick commercial structure
that lacks historic style affinities. The façade’s three sections are formed by a central entry,
which occurs between a bay incorporating paired vertical fixed pane windows at one building
corner and an inward-slanting bay composed predominantly of large display windows extending
to the opposite building corner. Perhaps this building’s most distinguishing feature is its vinylclad entry bay, incorporating a recessed entry door below a round-arch window, and culminating
in a low open belfry capped by a pyramid roof sheathed in seamed metal. Tall seamed metal
mansard roofs also extend across the upper façade and carry on to the side elevation. The side
elevation is also brick and features functional fenestration consisting primarily of casement
windows, although one large round arch window extends into the pent roof, which is also
punctuated by a series of four gabled louvered vents. The roof is complex: behind the mansard of
the side elevation it is composed of a slightly-pitched shed roof that supports a round-arch metal
section correlating with an interior atrium. The rear elevation is concrete block and features
functional fenestration on the first story consisting of a pedestrian entry and an overhead door as
well as a loading dock with a second overhead door, while the second story is pierced by two
triple windows.
On the Sanborn map editions prior to 1929 the northern half of the lot currently occupied by 202
South Lake Street is occupied by a frame, metal-clad tin shop set well back from the street, and
the south half (addressed as 206) by a brick building occupied by a barber in 1911, a tobacco
shop in 1919, and a store in 1929. City directories reveal this location was occupied by George
Turcott Furniture (206) in 1934 and the Behling Produce Co. (200-204) in 1940 and Drenth &
Sons in 1949. In later decades it was occupied by a series of furniture stores, including Gil Coon
Furniture during the 1960s and Barrett’s of Boyne City. Interior details indicate portions of this
building predate the exterior’s modern appearance (Michele Hewitt BCHDC 4/9/12). It is
remotely possible that at least some components of this building are a century old, although
renovations obscure any conclusion. The current configuration and appearance are the products
of an extensive renovation completed 1989. Non-Contributing due to renovations that negate any
historic architectural integrity.
210. Heaton & Hooper (1918-1919)
The broad façade of the single story brick building at 210 South Lake Street is five bays wide and
has a low stepped parapet masking this building’s arched roof. The façade has a recessed entry
with paired pedestrian doors flanked on either side by two large display windows, all situated
beneath a pent roof supported by brackets and sheathed in wood shakes. In the stuccoed parapet
upper facade recessed panels between brick piers conform to the street level bays, each
punctuated by a masonry block occurring below the building’s most distinctive feature, a stepped
and parapeted roof line capped with masonry coping. A large wood-louvered void also occurs
above the pent roof and is centered over the entry. The façade parapet fronts on an arched roof,
clearly evident on the rear elevation, which is pierced by a large vehicular entry door between
two window voids and a pedestrian entry. Tile coping caps both the rear and side walls. The side
elevation is brick and displays a functional piercing pattern of fixed pane windows, while the
brick rear elevation consists of four bays defined by a large overhead vehicle door flanked by a
pedestrian entry and two sash windows.
Sanborn maps reveal sometime after 1911 and before 1919 a garage was constructed on this site,
formerly occupied by the Garland House Hotel. More specifically, the building likely was built
in 1918, because a source from January of that year states, “Property has been purchased on Lake
Street by Heaton & Hooper, Buick representatives, for a garage site. Work will begin shortly”
(Horseless Age 1918: 72). Heaton & Hooper were apparently diversifying as the Boyne City

economy transitioned from logging and mills – in 1922 the Boyne City Lumber Co. awarded
them “one of the largest contracts let in northern Michigan in many years” for the cutting and
hauling of logs (MMFR 1922: 9). City directories reveal that in 1934 Winnie Domburg Auto
Repair was the business located here, and by 1940 it was converted to service as a “school
garage.” While the upper façade is original, the current street level bays are the product of
renovations that occurred during the 1980s. Contributing.
216. Boyne City/Bellamy Opera House (1903, 1915-16, 1938)
This distinctive two story building is a complex product of multiple and extensive construction
episodes and renovations. It is a gable and flat-roofed, compound massed plan building with a
complex roof line. The building’s original primary bays were built of frame with brick veneer,
but this changed along with the building footprint over time. The history and evolution of the
building is revealed in its structural components. The original opera house is represented by a
two-story tall rectangular brick gable-roofed section towards the rear of the building, which
includes the taller gabled backstage area that incorporates a frame upper structure. The brick
lobby area extending from the front of the former opera house section to the street was originally
a single story addition constructed in 1938. During the 1990s a second story with a flat roof was
added to this portion of the building to accommodate additional dining space for the restaurant
next door.
The current street level façade is brick and consists of three bays formed by a wide recessed entry
containing two sets of doors, flanked by a round-corner bay with fixed pane glass occupied by the
ticket booth and an opposite bay containing fixed-pane glass display panels. These occur beneath
a Moderne projecting theater marquis, complete with enameled metal and lighted sign panels
beneath neon lighting proclaiming, “BOYNE.” Above the marquis, a brick wall plane with
parapet has been incorporated as the base of a vinyl-sided steel-frame structural unit that extends
the upper level of the façade to a full second story. Although the original structural glass tile has
been removed, the basic form of the brick portion of the façade – the fenestration and rounded
comers of the entry components and the round-edged raised center section of the parapet –
survives and dates to the 1938 renovation. The current marquee is similar in composition to the
1938 marquee it replaced, presenting a V-shaped, though broader footprint, and is larger,
spanning nearly the whole front. It was apparently installed in the 1950s.
The second story addition behind the marquis spans the entire 1938 lobby area and displays a
band of large fixed pane windows that extend to the east end of the original two-story brick
auditorium, which has a gabled roof. A frame, clapboard-clad, gable-roofed unit forms the
second story at the rear of the building, above the original brick wall planes. This unit contains
the stage house, occurring above the stage on the former opera house. The current second story
of the front section extending back from behind the marquee to the street end of the opera house
area results from early 1990s renovations that added the steel-framed and glass-paneled bays to
house a restaurant and dance club.
The theater is accessed through two pairs of street level access doors that open into a narrow,
brick-walled corridor leading to the concession lobby. The lobby broadens to incorporate the full
width of the building, and leads into the auditorium in the one-time opera house. The proscenium
is draped with velvet curtains. The walls and ceiling are sheathed in acoustic tile and the floor is
covered in vinyl tile. The sloping floor is occupied by what appear to be 1930s vintage seats,
which extend to a stage with apron. A balcony and wing balcony occur at the rear and sides of
the auditorium above the main floor, suspended from the ceiling by metal rods and turnbuckles.
The balcony floor plan shown in the 1929 Sanborn corresponds to the present footprint. Its
curvilinear facing is covered in composite panels capped by metal piping, which both appear to

date to the extensive 1938 remodeling (discussed in detail below). It is believed that this balcony
dates to the original opera house construction although its face is now covered in composite
materials. As such, it displays the overall simple Modeme character, but is unique because it is a
marriage of the older, original balcony with Moderne breastwork. At the rear of the auditorium
balcony is a small “Cry Room” or “Crying Room” accessed through a paneled door and
positioned behind a large glass panel opening to the theater, which contains its own sound system
and theater seating for eight. This room accommodated patrons with small children, allowing
them to retire and view the entertainment without worrying about disturbing others. The
projection booth is situated at the rear and above the balcony and contains projection equipment
dating to ca. 1980s.
Although the proportions of the theater’s original stage, proscenium and screen and westernmost
first rows are intact, the southeast portion of the ca. 40-foot-wide auditorium was divided by a
temporary light frame partition wall during renovations in the 1990s to create a second, smaller
(15-foot wide) theater. Still, while standing in the balcony today, the expansive character of the
original auditorium is readily apparent – the place still “feels” like a classic movie showcase.
This key structure in the historic district has undergone multiple renovations since it opened well
over a century ago. Components of all major renovations are still evident in the Boyne Theater
today. The 1901 Sanborn map reveals this building’s site was occupied by a frame building with
a dwelling attached to the rear, which is labeled, “to be store, opera house 2nd”. C.L. Bellamy of
Luther bought a 60-foot-by-200-foot lot on Lake Street from W.S. Shaw in April 1903 to build an
opera house that would have a capacity of 1,000 (Boyne Citizen 1903b). The 1905 Sanborn
edition reveals an opera house had been constructed. The original building was a rectangular
plan, brick veneered, frame structure with a setback that placed its entrance approximating the
rear walls of nearby buildings. However, between 1911 and 1919 a long, narrow (12-foot-wide),
brick entrance corridor bay had been extended to Lake Street from the original façade. This
configuration was maintained through the 1929 Sanborn edition.
This building was constructed in 1903 by C.I. Bellamy as the Bellamy Opera House, and the
1903 Michigan Gazetteer identifies it as the Boyne City Opera House, William J. Garland,
proprietor. In 1904 The Boyne Citizen proudly headlined, “An Up-to-Date Theater/ The Bellamy
Opera House Finest for Size in State/ Boyne City’s Modern Amusement Hall Seats Nearly a
Thousand People.” The article stated that it was a “splendid little theater building which adorns
its main business street,” and had been “pronounced by experts as the handsomest for its size in
the state” (Boyne Citizen 1904: 28). It further described the stage as 25-feet-deep by 40-feetwide, with a beautiful proscenium of 22 feet width rising to a height of 16 feet, also containing 7
good-sized conveniently arranged dressing rooms, and the entire building illuminated by
electricity and heated by a furnace for winter. A few years later, the Nicklo Amusement Co. of
Chicago leased the building and installed a Nicklo 5-Cent Theater to show “strictly first-class
motion pictures” (Boyne Citizen 1908).
The opera house building apparently was formally renovated into a theater in 1915-1916, when
The Moving Picture World trade journal reported under “Picture Theaters Projected” that
“Extensive alterations have been made to the Bellamy Opera House” (Moving Picture World
1916). A trade journal reported under “Boyne City’s New Theater” that “Boyne City will soon
have one of the best theaters in northern Michigan. The Bellamy Opera House has been closed

and extensive repairs are being made on the building. The structure is being entirely remodeled
on the interior, a new front is being built, a cement lobby is to be erected opening into the
building from the street and leading from the lobby to the opera house proper will be a covered
way of brick. The front and lobby will be fully and artistically lighted and the place will present,
withal, a true metropolitan appearance” (MMFR 1915).
The theater was acquired by a Mr. Heaton in 1926, when he renamed it the Boyne Theater (Boyne
Citizen 1938q). The building was identified as the Boyne Theater in both the 1934 and 1940 city
directories. During this period, a quarter century after the 1915 reconstruction noted above,
another major renovation was completed at the Boyne. The Boyne Citizen reported, “Boyne
Theatre to Have New Front” describing how the “old front section near the street will be
demolished and new one built that is wider than the old – forty feet – extending all the way to
Boyne City Hardware Building” and that “the Lobby will have concessions on one side and an
office area the other” (Boyne Citizen 1938d). Another article stated, “This showplace, when
completed, will be one of the finest in this region” (Boyne Citizen 1938l). Renovations installed
“very attractive” panels of a “new composition material” in the lobby and also included a new
electric sign (Boyne Citizen 1938e, 1938f). By September 1938, the theater remodeling was
completed and a newspaper article accompanied by a photograph of the building with a façade
clad in structural glass stated “the entire original set-up of the inside has been rearranged,” and
“outstanding in attraction to the public is the ultra-modern entrance,” while it described the
theater’s new heating and ventilating and sound systems, “new, much larger lobby,” “rearranged”
and “redecorated” interior in which exits and an additional balcony staircase had been added and
the seating capacity enlarged to accommodate 578 patrons (Boyne Citizen 1938g).
The theater continued to show movies through the ensuing decades of the twentieth century. As
theater revenues declined during the last quarter of the twentieth century, it was again renovated
to incorporate a dance club in order to prolong its commercial life. The second story, constructed
on a steel frame lifted into place by cranes, was added after 1994 to house a club room, and the
auditorium was split into two theaters, in one of which the original screen remained intact
(Conklin 2011). During the 1990s the smaller of its two theater spaces was converted into an
adult theater. The building is closed, but planning for its revitalization has been ongoing.
Contributing.
220. Boyne City Hardware (between 1905-1911)
The two-story brick two-part commercial block at 220 South Lake Street displays Late Victorian
styling. While the brick corner piers are original, renovations have reconfigured the storefront to
its present appearance of a recessed off-center entry flanked by three large fixed-pane windows
above paneled bulkheads, all with transom windows. The five bays of the second story are
defined by window voids featuring masonry sills and cornice lintels, in which are installed
replacement windows. The storefront cornice is a masonry band running between the building’s
brick corner piers, which rise to a corbelled brick cornice at the roof line. Brick piers that also
run to the cornice occur between the window bays, but are interrupted by a masonry belt course
above the window lintels. Corbelled and dentiled brick coursing is positioned between these
masonry bands and the cornice. The side elevation is brick and is pierced by five double
windows occurring beneath small pent roof caps. The current street-level façade is a product of
renovations completed since 2010.
Although Sanborn maps reveal no building is present on this parcel in 1901 or 1905, by 1911 the
brick store of the Boyne City Hardware Co. is illustrated. The store continues to occupy the site
through 1929, and is listed at this address in the 1934 city directory, as well as 1940, along with
Shaw-Naylor Coal and Ice. This building may have been constructed by William Capelin, who

reputedly specialized in commercial construction and built many of the Boyne City Tannery
buildings and other store buildings in the downtown during the early 1900s, including “what is
generally known as the Capelin Building” at 220 South Lake Street (BCRC 1965: 9 interview
with Bob Capelin grandson). Capelin does not appear in city directories until 1919, when he is
identified as the general manager of the Boyne City Hardware Co. Contributing.
302. American Legion (ca. 1950)
The single story building at 302 South Lake Street lacks any style affiliation. It is rectangular in
plan and of brick construction, but is now clad in vinyl siding. The principal elevation’s
fenestration is composed of a slightly off-center aluminum and glass entry door and a large glass
block window to its left. Both the door and window now display vinyl louvered shutters. The
façade terminates in a tile coping that carries around to the side elevations, which reveal a stepped
profile associated with a shed roof. The vinyl-clad side elevations display three evenly spaced
sash windows with a brick wall chimney also on the south, while the concrete foundation is
pierced by four small awning windows. The rear elevation is pierced by two single pane
casement windows and a projecting gabled entrance bay containing paired metal doors. The lot
this building occupies was vacant in 1929, and there is no entry for the address in the 1934 city
directory, but the 1940 edition reveals that the American Legion building was present. The
American Legion acquired an existing building on the property prior to June 1938, which was
renovated largely by its members, who also moved a cannon onto the lawn (Boyne Citizen 1938j).
The current building has no space for lawn and cannon, and may therefore have replaced that
original building. It’s design suggests a ca. 1950 construction date. Contributing.
306. Leavenworth’s Studio (1904)
The building at 306 South Lake Street is an older building that has been renovated with Victorian
Revival details. It is a frame, single story, one-part commercial block presenting a distinctive
stepped parapeted roofline. The façade consists of paired central entry doors flanked by a large
glass display window and a drop-sided wall plane, all recessed within and enframed by paneled
corner pillars and a simple storefront cornice. The clapboard-clad upper portion of the façade is
divided by vertical members that correspond to the building’s three bays and extend up to the
large roofline cornice. The side elevation is clad in clapboard with a functional piercing pattern
composed of paired double hung sash windows, a door and a shed-roofed box bay window. This
building was constructed for R.C. Leavenworth, as revealed by the 1904 Boyne Citizen, which
proclaimed, “High Art Photography - R.C. Leavenworth Erecting a Building to Suit His Needs, ”
identifying him as a “hustling young businessman” who “is having erected a substantial one-story
building, with corrugated iron siding. The dimensions of the building will be 22x65 feet . . .”
(Boyne Citizen 1904: 23).
R.C. Leavenworth was a prolific photographer, spending nearly 20 years in northern Michigan
and Boyne City before a group of Lansing businessmen who summered on Lake Charlevoix,
believing the capital city needed a commercial photographer, enticed him to move south in 1919
(Detroit News 2012). The State Archives of Michigan maintains a huge collection of his work.
The Archives website states,
R. C. Leavenworth started out photographing lumbering and mining camps in
northern Michigan, using a horse-drawn darkroom. He relocated to Lansing,
Michigan in 1919 to document Lansing's transformation into a major industrial
city and automotive capital. For over a century, Leavenworth Photography has
shot hundreds of thousands of images that tell the story of industry, business and
social life in Michigan's capital city. With subjects as diverse as street scenes, car
parts, workers' strikes, vaudeville troupes and football games, Leavenworth lived

up to the slogan plastered on the door of his company car: "Anything
photographed, anywhere, anytime" (Archives of Michigan 2012).
The period Sanborn maps confirm the building was frame and clad in metal siding. During
renovation of the building ca. 2000 that incorporated the Victorian Revival details now evident on
the facade, some original glass photographic plates were discovered. The city directories reveal
that this address was occupied by the Reverend Otho E. Walter in 1934. Contributing.
SOUTH LAKE STREET, EAST SIDE
27. Powder Puff Salon (ca. 1960)
The building at 27 South Lake Street presents commercial architecture common in the late
twentieth century. It is a rectangular plan, flat-roofed, single story concrete block commercial
building that is unusual because of the presence of a side-gabled brick ell. The commercial block
is now clad in vinyl siding with a cedar shake mansard roof on three sides, a treatment repeated at
the street level above the centered pedestrian entry door and above the bay windows flanking it.
Vinyl siding in a fishtail pattern occurs between vertical members in recessed panels above the
door and windows. The piercing pattern of the side elevation is functional, consisting of double
hung windows, a fixed pane window, and an awning window. The brick ell that extends from the
side elevation at the building’s rear corner is two bays wide and a single bay deep on the gable
end. The fenestration of the streetfront elevation is defined by a corner entry and a picture
window. Ashlar stone trim enframes the door and window and is continuous below the picture
window. The end gable repeats the use of stone in an outsized ashlar stone wall chimney.
The parcel at 27 South Lake Street was the location of the brick storefront of Boyne City’s
pioneer merchant, A.J. Beardsley, which was replaced by the present building ca. 1960.
Although the present building’s current appearance results from renovations occurring during the
1990s, the brick bays toward the rear, together with deeply set windows beneath the vinyl veneer
of the primary building’s side elevation, confirm the original structure is much older. For many
years up until ca. 2004, this was the location of the Powder Puff Salon, a beauty parlor. The
exterior and interior of the rear residential bays are architecturally intact. This building post-dates
Sanborn maps and city directories, but the architecture of the rear residential bays appears to
indicate a ca. 1960 construction date, which may also extend to the streetside commercial bays.
Contributing.
101-103. Building (1997)
The building at 101-103 South Lake Street is a Victorian Revival style composition. No. 101 is a
single story business block, rectangular in plan with a flat built-up roof that is clad in stucco
above a brick veneer kneewall. The façade is a two-part composition divided by projecting piers
that separate a section comprised of a triple display window from a recessed entry section that is
comprised of an entry door flanked by display windows. The upper storefront continues past a
band of horizontal trim to terminate in a corniced parapet. The rear of the building is constructed
of concrete block. No. 103 is a single story business block, rectangular in plan with a chamfered
corner entry. It is clad in stucco with a brick veneer kneewall beneath the large display windows.
The building’s most distinctive feature is its offset corner entrance bay, anchored by stucco-clad
piers rising to a pyramid roof that breaks above the adjacent wall planes. Fenestration consists of
large glass display windows on the elevations that flank the single corner entry door. The visible
east side wall is of concrete block. Non-Contributing.

111. Silversteins (post-1940)
The building at 111 South Lake Street is an enframed window wall commercial block that lacks
strong style affiliations. It is a single story flat-roofed structure with brick veneer on the façade
and concrete block comprising the side and rear elevations. A recessed open square-plan corner
entry occurs behind a brick pillar, while the rest of the façade is a continuous expanse of windows
between a pier at each end. The ten bays of the concrete block side elevation are created by a
series of sliding glass windows and a single entry door. The parcel this building occupies is
vacant on Sanborn maps through 1929, although a hand-drawn revision on the copy in city hall
penciled in a building footprint notes, “Silverstein Building (DG and B and S),” indicating a
merchant of dry goods, boots and shoes. There are no entries for this address in either the 1934
or 1940 city directories. Construction details visible on the rear elevation appear to indicate the
building was probably constructed during the 1950s. The building was renovated during the
1990s to its current appearance. Contributing.
201. Howard’s Friendly Service (ca. 1990)
The complex at 201 South Lake Street is a modern gasoline station and convenience store.
Situated at the corner of Ray Street, it consists of a single story, trapezoidal plan, flat-roofed brick
veneer building, which is positioned behind a large flat-roofed steel and metal paneled canopy
structure that shelters gasoline pumps. The commercial building fenestration consists of an offcenter entry flanked by multi-light display windows that continue to the side elevations. Colonial
Revival detailing has been applied in the form of a pilastered and modillioned door surround and
a dentilled building cornice. The 1929 Sanborn map reveals this parcel was vacant, but it has
been the location of a gasoline service station since before 1940, when the Wm. E. Hinds Gas
Station or “Si’s Friendly Station” appeared in the city directory. Construction of the gas station
began May 1, 1938 and the business opened August 6 of that year as Kenny’s Mobil Station, also
known as Kenny’s Friendly Service, Kenny Lane proprietor (Boyne Citizen 1938c, 1938g). The
business was renamed “Howard’s Friendly Service” after Harold Howard acquired the business in
1953, and continued under Roscoe Howard after 1962. The current cashier and convenience store
building and pump canopy is of more recent vintage. Non-Contributing.
209. Dunagain’s Antiques (between 1995-2000)
The building at 209 South Lake Street is another Victorian Revival business block in the historic
district. It is a two-story two-part commercial block that is constructed of concrete block with a
Victorian-look vinyl veneer façade. It displays a recessed slant-side central entry flanked on each
side by a bank of three large display windows resting on beaded board bulkheads. The façade
corners are anchored by paneled piers rising to a simple bracketed cornice at the roofline. The
four second story bays are defined by double hung sash windows that occur above a simple
bracketed storefront cornice. The side elevations are unadorned planes of concrete block pierced
by functionally positioned sliding windows. This building blends with the streetscape, but is a
modern structure clad in Victorian Revival details that was constructed between 1995 and 2000.
Non-Contributing.
211. Barber Shop (between 1911-1919)
This diminutive building at 211 South Lake Street is distinguished by being the smallest
commercial frontage in the business district. While it is only approximately 15 feet wide, this
one-part commercial block produces a high degree of architectural interest. Its façade is
composed of a slant-sided central entry with a large display window on either inward-slanting
side. The street and rear elevations of this brick structure are now clad in vinyl, from the beaded
board bulkheads, up through the simple storefront cornice, and continuing through the clapboard
sheathing to the dentilled cornice at the tall gabled parapet. The current appearance was created
during a renovation ca. 2000 that applied Victorian Revival details. Photographs and post cards

of Lake Street from the early 1900s reveal that the vinyl veneer was applied over a corbelled
brick frieze that was positioned above a recessed brick panel, and that the distinctive unadorned
parapet is original, although it has now been resided. Sanborn maps reveal that this building was
constructed between 1911 and 1919 and occupied as of 1919 as a barber shop. The building
continued to provide this service up into the mid-twentieth century, as indicated through its
occupancy by Raymond Fineout, barber, in the 1934 and 1940 city directories. Contributing.
213. Joseph McNamee Grocery (between 1901-1905)
The building at 213 South Lake Street has been renovated but its character is still evident. It is a
frame two-story two part commercial block that displays a three-bay storefront consisting of a
slant-sided recessed entry flanked by fixed pane windows. The building is clad in vinyl siding,
relieved by verticals that define the bays, as well as horizontal strips that create the storefront
cornice and frieze beneath the dentilled roofline cornice. The two bays of the second story are
defined by double hung sash windows enframed by plain vinyl trim. The visible side elevation is
also clad in vinyl and is pierced by two sash windows.
Review of Sanborn maps reveals that an “iron clad” building was constructed after 1901 and
before 1905, which was occupied by a grocery. Joseph McNamee had a grocery at this location
until 1910 when he built a new grocery and clothing store on the site of the New Boyne Hotel that
had burned at 109-113 East Water Street. Sanborn maps indicate that the building was vacant in
1919, while city directories reveal Wm. J. Worthing, news dealer, occupied the storefront in 1934
and 1940. Photographs and images from the early 1900s confirm the building was originally clad
in metal, rock-faced siding. The building’s current appearance appears to be the result of
unsympathetic renovations completed during the 1970s. Contributing.
215. Schaub Meat Market (1904)
The two-story building at 215 South Lake Street has been insensitively renovated and no style
attributes are evident except for the surviving Late Victorian pressed metal cornice. It is entirely
sheathed in synthetic siding, employing vertical siding at the street level and horizontal above.
The two bay façade is defined at the street level by an aluminum/glass door and a broad and low
fixed pane window, and in the second story by a pair of sliding windows. The primary historical
feature evident is the elaborate pressed metal cornice, which is anchored at the building’s corners
by large brackets that are embellished by rosette motifs and capped by finials. The second story
side elevation is also clad in vinyl and displays functional fenestration. The building’s current
appearance is believed to date to an insensitive renovation completed during the 1970s.
Review of Sanborn maps reveals that this is a brick structure dating after 1901 and before 1905,
when a building had been constructed that housed a meat market, which continues as “Sanitary
Market meats” in the 1934 (also containing a notice stating, “Sanitary Market - Quality Meats,
Vegetables and Groceries”) and 1940 city directories. Clarence C. Schaub established a meat
market with his brother J.C. in 1894 at Lake and Main Streets, but left the city, only to return in
1903 and begin construction on this building to house his meat market, which remained in the
family until 1961 (Sansom n.d.). Contributing.
217. Gamble’s Store (pre-1958)
The building at 217 South Lake Street is an enframed window wall type that is entirely functional
in presentation. It is a single story concrete block structure whose façade consists primarily of
large display windows set on short masonry bulkheads. There are two sets of off-center entries,
one positioned between two of the windows in gradual slant-sided bays, and the second between
two display windows in a bay paralleling the curb. Vertically ribbed metal panels sheath the
façade above the windows to support signage. The parcel occupied by this building was vacant in

1929, and no businesses appear at this address through the 1940 city directory. The building was
apparently constructed during the 1950s, because it was acquired in 1958 to house a Gamble’s
Store, and a vintage photograph reveals massing and profile matching that of the current
structure. Gambles had been in business in Boyne City at least as early as the 1930s. Its current
appearance is the result of renovations that appear to have been completed within the past decade.
Contributing.
219. Building (ca. 1950s)
The single story brick veneer building at 219 South Lake Street is situated at the northeast corner
with Main Street. It is an enframed window wall type, featuring broad inward-slanting window
bays that run from each of the façade’s corners to a pair of central entry doors. One of these
doors, which are separated by a brick pier, is now filled with vinyl siding. The façade terminates
in a parapet with tile coping. The brick veneer wraps around from the façade to the first bay of
the Main Street side elevation that is defined by a large fixed pane window. The rest of this
elevation is clad in vinyl siding, pierced by a large double window positioned in a former entry
void and a smaller sliding window. The vinyl-clad rear elevation is pierced by a door, a double
louvered window and a sliding window. The wall plane terminates above in tile coping. The
building lacks architectural ornamentation and the current windows are recent replacements,
relating to renovations that appear to have been completed during the 1990s. The building postdates the 1940 city directory, and based upon the type of construction, appears to date to the
1950s. Contributing.
SOUTH PARK STREET, WEST SIDE
112. Boyne City, Gaylord & Alpena Railroad Co. General Offices (pre-1900, 1918)
The brick building at 112 South Park Street presents a straightforward, functional and sturdy
countenance. It is a one-and-one-half-story, hipped roof structure that rests on a concrete
foundation and is shielded by an asphalt shingle roof. The façade’s street level is three bays
wide, composed of paired centered entry doors above a concrete water table that are accessed
from a concrete stoop reached by a flight of concrete steps. The entrance is flanked by triple
hung sash windows, while the low second story features a gabled wall dormer pierced by paired
double hung sash windows. All fenestration displays plain masonry lintels and sills. The four
bays of the main structure’s side elevation are composed of a projecting single story hipped-roof
entry bay pierced by a transomed door that is flanked by three triple hung sash windows. This
elevation terminates in a single story hipped roof corner bay that extends the building’s rear
elevation, which is pierced by a single pedestrian door. The gabled wall dormer above this side
entry is identical to that of the façade and opposite side elevation, as are the fenestration’s
masonry lintels and sills. Its sturdy and restrained construction reveals little stylistic inspiration,
and is best classified as vernacular commercial embellished by simple, Colonial inspired details.
This building began as a frame office building for the White Lumber Company Mill #1 complex,
constructed by 1900, and was moved from near the lakefront to the current location and
repurposed after the mill burned in 1918 (Morgridge 1981: 62; Baker 1977: 8; DDA Grant
application 2003). It was placed on a new concrete foundation and was sided in brick, and a
small addition to the rear constructed at that time. The building’s new location placed it in
proximity to the railroad’s passenger depot, adjacent to the south, and the freight depot, just to the
southwest. Sanborn maps reveal that the building first appeared at this site after 1911 and prior to
1919, and that the building was classified as frame with brick veneer. After 1918, it served as
General Offices of the Boyne City, Gaylord & Alpena Railroad until 1935, the successor Boyne
City Railroad until 1976, and then the Boyne Valley excursion railroad until the line went out of
business in 1978. The railroad was initially established to ship logs from the hinterlands to

supply W.H. White’s sawmills, and also provided a transportation connection to the GR&I
Railroad, serving as a primary catalyst in the development of virtually every other industry that
located in Boyne City (including other lumber mills, tanning, charcoal and chemical companies,
among others). The line was eventually extended to Alpena, becoming Michigan’s only
independent cross-state railroad. The building’s interior retains most of its original details,
including golden oak panels and wainscoted walls, door and window trim, frosted glass panels,
and massive integrated safe vaults. Not only is this one of the last remaining buildings associated
with the BC,G&ARR and its successor lines that were crucial to the development of the city, it
also appears to be one of the few surviving buildings from the city’s lumber industry and is the
sole surviving structure associated with White Mill #1, the seminal business in Boyne City’s
economic development. Contributing.
SOUTH PARK STREET, EAST SIDE
113. Boyne City Co-operative Co. (ca. 1938)
The building at 113 South Park Street, at the corner of Ray Street, is a minimally embellished
functional commercial structure. It is a single story, flat-roofed, rectangular plan concrete block
structure of the enframed window wall type. Its façade presents a double glass entry door
centered between sets of four bays of display windows, which each extend nearly to the storefront
corners and rest on rubble stone veneer bulkheads. A large, two-story concrete block warehouse
bay extends the principal elevation southward. The side elevation is concrete block and lacks
fenestration, although a variation in treatment and the presence of a parapet parallel with the front
at the building’s midpoint, reveals the building is the product of multiple construction episodes.
The 1911 Sanborn map reveals a brick building housing a feed store occupies most of the current
building’s location (its southern 2/3, addressed as 117 South Park Street), which is identified as a
feed and baled hay store in 1919 and as a feed and hay warehouse in 1929. A frame building
occupied the rest of the parcel (addressed at 111 South Park Street). The Co-op was constructed
under an agreement with the Boyne City Council. In April 1938, the Council voted to refund
delinquent taxes owed by the Co-op on the “lot across from City Hall and where George
Houghton Livery Barn stood” (the current location of the Co-op building) if the “Co-op erects
building on said lot” (Boyne Citizen 1938h). The 1940 city directory reveals that the Boyne City
Co-operative Co. was located at 111 South Park Street, which would include the site of the
current building. The Boyne City Co-operative was organized in 1918 by 150 area farmers. The
Co-op acquired its current site in 1938, the location of the former Hankey Milling Co., after fire
destroyed their offices and warehouse (Boyne Citizen 1938g). A photo from the 1950s illustrates
the original brick co-op building that apparently was incorporated into the current structure
(BCRC 1965: 15). The concrete block warehouse addition forming the current building’s
southern bays was added in 1958 to store fertilizer (BCRC 1965: 15; Michele Hewitt BCHDC
4/9/12). A fire in the mid-1980s destroyed the original frame warehouse and mill section of the
co-op, but the masonry front sections were saved (Ensbury 2012; Hewitt 2012). The current
building’s façade is a product of a 2008 DDA façade grant project approved by the SHPO.
Contributing.

